
 ‘  ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’  

T- 90 [Approximate]
 Steve  Zalogas  reports  the  T- 90  turret  has  armor  similar   to  the  T- 72B BDD type  .The  array  has  380mm  cast  steel  and
435mm  insert  ,but  the  insert  maynot  be  the  Aluminum / r ubber  combination..The  T- 72BM & T- 90  have  similar  but
thought  to  be  improved  versions  of  this  armor  .
Zaloga  ; Markow  & Hull

Its  assumed  the  T- 90  insert  is  based  on  the  T- 72B array  of  aluminum / r ubber /Mild  steel  followed  by  airgaps  . T- 90  is
about  10% heavier  than  T- 72B leading  to  an  assumed  average  steel  armor  mass  of  50cm  [compared  to  45.7cm  on  the  T-
72B]….. but  the  proportion  of  ‘upper  front  turret’  to  front  turret  on  the  T- 90  looks  to  be  less  than  ¼ of  the  front  turret
profile  ,compared  to  1/3  on  the  T- 72B.If the  T- 90  weight  increase  is  just  the  same  armor  level  but  with  better  armor
coverage,  then  4/5  of  the  profile  should  be  the  53cm  steel  mass  , while  the  upper  front  turret  [1/5  profile]  should  be
38cm  steel  mass.   Given  the  increased  angle  of  the  upper  front  turret  [78°]  this  suggest  a sandwich  with  8cm
Steltexolite  plus  5cm  cast  & 5cm  linner  material  @ 78°.  Reworking  the  T- 72B insert  density  to  try  and  make  it  more
efficent,  by  rearranged  to  afford  more  airgap  for  more  efficient  ‘spaced  plate  effect’.   The  array  could  feature  4cm
aluminum  back  plate  and  multiple  arrays  [4- 5] of  10mm  Mild  Steel  +  6mm  rubber  +  3mm   Mild Steel  sandwich  and
43mm  airgap  @ 55°followed  by  the  next  array.  This  allows  enough  airgap  for  a better  ‘spaced  armor  effect’.

http: / /www.ciar.org / t tk / m b t / m b t / m b t . ru ssia.t80u.armor - testing.html

Similarly  the  hull  armor  should  be  up  10% compared  to  T- 72B levels.This  suggest  the  glacis  could  be  3cm  SHS+6cm
RHA+10.5cm  rubber  with  2 cm  mild  steel  +5cm  back  Steel  plate  @ 68°  .The  lower  hull  should  be  10cm  steel  +  2cm
dozerblade  @ 65°  plus  hinged  skirting  plate  .

Front  Turret  [4/5  turret  profile].     Through  the  815mm  section  thats  roughly  
10cm  cast  cover  plate  & 28cm  cast  back  plate  Te 0.95  x 0.92/0.91 /0.9  & 1.0  t/d    =
8.7/8.6 /8.5cm +26.6cm  
4cm  Al  type  7xxx  insert  back  plate   x 0.92/0.9 /0.88t /d  & Te 0.41/0.6  =  1.5/1.47 /1.4cm  &
2.4cm
13cm  MS/rubber /MS  x 0.64/0.9[te]  x 0.85/0.8 /0.7  [t/d]  7cm/  6.6cm/5.8cm  & 11.7cm
Lateral  confinement  is  0.9- 0.95  & 0.8  near  the  mantle.
26.5cm  airgap  
KE ‘Spaced  plate  effect’  =  2- 4 x 2.1d  =  16.6/24.9 /  53.2cm….
Spaced  plate  effect  on  HEAT should  be  only  around  1.1  times  the  TE/LOS figure,  however
this  is a energetic  armor  and  in  theory  its  spaced  plate  increase  should  be  a lot  more.  If
there  was  sufficient  airgap  this  would  be  the  case  , but  like  KE figures  the  gap  is
insufficient.Looking  at  it  another  way,  thin  spaced  plates  offer  ~  3times  their  Te/LOS
effectiveness  but  thick  plates  only  offer  5% to  20%  improvement  in  their  Te/LOS. When
compared  to  energetic  armors  this  is  doubled  to  ~  6  times  and  10% -  40% improvement,
respectively.K- 5 should  add  18- 19cm  KE resisance  

                                              ½   front  turret                                                     ½  front  turret  with  K- 5 ERA
2cm  APFSDS =  39.4cm  +  16.6=  49 - 52 - 57cm  [Average  53±  4cm]             plusERA =  57cm  +  K5 =  67- 70- 75cm
[Average  71±  4cm]                                            
3cm  APFSDS=   38.9cm  +  24.9=  49- 56- 62cm    [Average  55±  4cm]           plus  ERA =59cm  +  K5 =  67- 74- 80cm
[Average  74±  7cm]                                          
3.5cm  sheathed  =  38cm  +  53.2  =  49- 72- 80cm   [Average  70±  16cm]            plus  ERA =   57  +  K5 =  73 - 96 - 104cm
[Average  91± 16cm]                                         
HEAT 11.7  +  2.4+   38cm  x 1.2= 60- 62- 69cm  HEAT[Average  64±  5cm]   plus  ERA =   60cm  +  50cm  = 110 - 112 -
119cm  [ 114±5cm]                                                                           
From  30°  off  angle  treat  all   hits  as  the  ‘average’  value.
Effectivenes s  of  K- 5  is  considered  “reduced”  after  16  hits  [ subtract  4  of  above  values,  except  3.5cm  Sheathed,
in  that  case  subtract  7  off  the  above  values].  If  HEAT Vs  “reduce”,  K- 5  covered  areas  reduce  resistance  by
26cm.
 



Zaloga  ; Markow  & Hull                                                                                    Vasily  Fofanov  [T- 90  Sb ?]

Upper  front  turret [1/5  turret  profile]  should  have  Steel  mass  of  ~  38cm  of  steel.  The  assumed
arrangement  is  8cm  Steltexolite+  5cm  cast  +  5cm  linner  @ 78° or   ~ 87 cm  LOS x 0.48  KE & 0.73   HEAT….in  addition
Kontakt  ERA covers  about  ¾ of  the  upper  front  profile. This  should  work  out  to  
¼ of  the  profile  is   41- 42 cm  KE and  63- 64 cm  HEAT armor.  
¾  profile  includes  Kontakt  ERA thus  45 cm  KE and  105 cm  HEAT armor.  
Percentage  of  coverage  is  reduced  by  2% with  each  hit  so  after  15  hits  coverage  is  ½  Kontakt  & ½  exposed
armor. . 

Side  turret  
Ranges  from  40- 70cm  thick  near  front  thinning  to  ~  15- 20cm  around  back  . The  front  half  is  the  front  armor  from  the
side  and  offers  a resistance  propor tional  to  this.The  rear  half  is probably  half  and  half  cast  /  STEF thus  the  KE armor  is
0.66  while  the  HEAT armor  is  0.85  . The  effective  KE armor  ranges  from  45cm  narrowing  quickly  to  26cm  and   10-
13cm  around  back.  The  HEAT armor  ranges  from  55 cm  near  the  front  narrowing  quickly  to  31cm  and  down  to  13 -
17cm  around  back.  In the  side  and  rear  turret  are  mounted  external  storage  boxes  ~50cm  thick  that  will offer  a
modicum  of  spaced  armor  , this  may  amount  to  an  additonal  ~5 - 10cm  Vs 2 nd  Gen  HEAT. Additionally  K- 5 covers   ¼  of
the  side  turret  profile,  near  the  front  adding  ~  16 ±2cm / 2 3 ± 2 c m   KE and  34±4cm  HEAT [APFSDS/Sheathed]
additional  protection.  
 Thus  the  front  Side  turret  should  offer  …..
¼  [Front  with  K- 5 ERA] 61cm[APFSDS] 68cm  [Sheathed]  & 85cm  HEAT 
¼  [ Front Mid] 45 26cm  KE  & 51 34cm  HEAT 
½  [Mid  Rear  ]  19 9cm  KE & 35 25cm  HEAT [includes  storage  boxes]
If more  than  6  hits  on  the  side  turret  then  ‘K- 5   covered  areas’  are  considered  “reduced”  and  should  have  the  KE
resistance  reduced  by  4cm  [ 7cm  if  sheathed  APFSDS], while  the  HEAT resistance  should  go  down  26cm.

Rear Turret  ; 9- 10cm  KE & 25- 30cm  HEAT [includes  storage  boxes]

Hull  Glacis  is  assumed  to  be based  on  the  T- 80A  prototype  BDD type  arrangement  235mm  @ 67- 68°  thick  with
probably  30mm  and  60mm  SHS outer  plate  plus  100mm  thick  rubber  layers  with  two  thin   metal  plates.  In addition  ¾
of  the  glacis  is  covered  in  K- 5 ERA that  adds  ~  +14 - 15cm  KE protection  [2cm - 4cm  APFSDS]  and  23- 24cm
[Sheathed  APFSDS]  + 50  cm  HEAT armor . 

6cm  SHS x 1.2/1.2  [Te]  x 0.97/0.95 /0.9  /  0.88    [t/d]  =   7/6.8 /6.5cm  & 7.2cm  [HEAT]
5  cm   Rubber /MS/Rubber  x 0.3/  0.31  [Te] x 0.7/0.6 /0.55 /  0.5  [T/d]  =  1.1 /0.9 /0.8cm  & 1.6cm   
5.25  cm   STEF x 0.4/  0.6  [Te] x 0.7/0.6 /0.55  [t/d]  or  0.5  [T/d  APDS] =  1.4/1.2 /1.1  cm  & 3.1cm   
5cm  RHA x 1.0/1.0  [Te] x x 0.97/0.95 /0.9  /  0.88   [t/d]  =  4.8/4.7 /4.5cm  & 5cm  [ HEAT]
3cm  Aluminum  x 0.4/0.6  [Te]  x 0.92/0.88 /0.85  /  0.8   [t/d]  =  1.1/1 / 1cm  & 1.8cm  [ HEAT]
Modifiers  x 1.35  [multiple  layersHEAT]  & KE x 1.25  [SHS confinement]  ÷  0.38  [ Cos  of  glacis]      
Plus  spaced  armor   effect  of  –0.7  [inadequate  gap],  1.2d /0.9d / 0 .7d  [2.4cm /2.7cm / 2 .7cm]
Total   Vs  
                      ¼  glacis                                                   ¾  Glacis  with  K- 5
2cm  APFSDS =  15.4  x 1.25  ÷  0.38  +  2.4cm   =   53cm             ¾  K- 5  with  67cm   [63cm  if  reduced]
3cm  APFSDS =  14.6  x 1.25  ÷  0.38  +  2.7cm  =  51cm              ¾  K- 5   with  66cm  [62cm  if  reduced]  
3.5cm  Sheathed  =  13.9  x 1.25  ÷  0.38+  5.4cm  =  51cm           ¾  K- 5with  75cm  [ 68cm  if  reduced]
[HEAT] =  18.7  x 1.35  [layering]  ÷  0.38  =66cm           ¾  K- 5  with  110cm  [84cm  if  reduced]
Effectivenes s  of  K- 5  is  considered  “reduced”  after  12  hits  [ subtract  4  off  the  above  values,  except  3.5cm
Sheathed,  in  that  case  subtract  7  off  the  above  values].  If  HEAT Vs  “reduce”,  K- 5  covered  areas  reduce
resistance  by  26cm.



Vasiliy  Fofanov

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - REST AS T- 72BM
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
‘  ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’  

T- 90S  [export  tank].  As per  normal  practice  Russians  have  developed  a export  version  of  the  T- 90  tank.  The
most  notable  difference  is  that  the  battle  mass  is  46.5  tons  as  opposed  to  50  metric  tons  on  the  T- 90  tank.  Traditionally
the  Export  tank  has  lesser  levels  of  armor  which  could  well explain  this  difference  in  combat  weights.  If the  basic  T- 90
is  used  but  the  armor  levels  of  the  T- 72BM is  used  for  the  front  turret  and  glacis  , then  this  should  make  up  this

difference  in  weight.  
‘  ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’  

T- 90 M Vladimir  [ welded  turret]  [Tentative]
Recently  [~  2000]  a version  of  the  T- 90  has  appeared  with  the  cast  turret  replaced  by  a welded  turret.  The  dimensions
of  this  turet  are  unknow  at  this  point  as  is  the  weight  of  this  version  of  the  tank.  The  Chinese  made  a similar  conversion
from  cast  to  welded  turrets  about  10  years  ago  and  culmated  in  the  very  narrow  Type  98  turret  which  should  feature
70-  80cm  KE resistance  .

Its  noticed  the  welded  turret  armor  is  nearly  vertical  which  is  usually  done  to  mount  ceramics,  and  resembles  the  T- 84
welded  turret.  T- 80  U has  a armor  mass  of  about  60cm,  but  the  Vladimir  turret  could  be  denser  if the  turret  is  narrower
or  heavier  weight.  If however  , the  propotion  of  ‘top  turret  to  main  armor  ratio’ is  balance  along  a western  model  , the
mass  should  fall  to  52cm  steel,  so  any  increase  in  mass  will probably  bring  the  overall  front  turret  mass  to  60cm  steel
mass  over   90cm  LOS for  a average  density  of  5.2g/cc..

If we assume  a western  model  [ mostly  insert]  this  figure  is  right  in  the  middle.If  we try  1/3   steel  +  2/3
ceramic/polyurethane  layers  or  [STEF] we get   7.85  +  2x  4g/cc÷3  =5.3g /cc  ..using  a Corrundum  as  ¾ AD- 97  [4g/cc]  +
¼  STEF [1.85g/cc].Going  on  an  improved  T- 80  ceramic  cylinder  type  layers  of  tiles  of  15  x 12cm  , that’s  about  3   rows
of  ceramic  tiles  with  interlayers  [polyurethane /STEF]  inbetween  .
   60cm   x Me 1.45  x 0.61- 0.46  [Lc & t/d]  x 1.27  [thick  SHS Confinement]  =  67- 55cm  ±  6  [2cm  –3.2cm  APFSDS]..  
10cm  SHS   x 1.2  [Te] x 0.99/0.95 /0.92  [t/d]                       =  11.9/11.4 /11cm      & 12cm                             
3  x 15cm  x 12cm   AD97   1.0/1.4   [te]  x 0.9/0.85 /0.8  [t/d]  =40.5 /38.2 /36cm  & 63cm



3 x  5cm  STEF x 0.4/0.6  [Te] x 0.9/0.85 /0.8  [t/d]            =  5.4/5.1 /4.8cm  & 9cm
20cm   RHA   x 1.0  [Te] x 0.99/0.98 /0.96  [t/d]                  =  19.8/19.6 / 19.4cm&  20cm  
Modifiers   KE=  x 1.27  [thick  SHS confinement]  and  0.68 /0.62 /0.57  [W/d]  :  HEAT =  x 1.35  [multiple  Layers]

                           ¼    front  turret            ¾  front  turret  with  K- 5 ERA        ¾  front  turret  with  Kactus  ERA
2cm  HS/Sect  APFSDS =  67cm                 plus  +  K5 =  79cm                              plus  +  Kactus  =  87cm
2cm  APFSDS       =     67cm                       plus  +  K5 =  85cm                              plus  +  Kactus  =  93cm
3cm  APFSDS       =   59cm                         plus  +  K5 =  77cm                              plus  +  Kactus  =  84cm
3.2cm  sheathed     =  55cm                         plus  +  K5 =  79cm                              plus  +  Kactus  =  86cm
HEAT              =  140cm                   plus  ERA +  K5 = 190cm                      plus  +  Kactus  = 197cm
If more  than  6  hits  on  the  front  turret  then  ‘K- 5/Kactus   covered  areas’  are  considered  “reduced”  and  should
have  the  KE resistance  reduced  by  4cm  [ 7cm  if  sheathed  APFSDS], while  the  HEAT resistance  should  go  down
26cm.
                                                                    

Side  & Rear turret  
Ranges  from  ~5 0cm  thick  near  front  thinning  to  ~  20cm  around  back  . The  front  half  is  the  front  armor  from  the  side
and  offers  a resistance  propor tional  to  this.The  rear  half  is probably  half  and  half  cast  /  STEF thus  the  KE armor  is  0.66
while  the  HEAT armor  is  0.85  . The  effective  KE armor  ranges  from  35 cm  on  the  sides  and   13cm  around  back.  The
HEAT armor  ranges  from  43 cm  on  the  sides  and  down  to  17cm  around  back.  In the  side  and  rear  turret  are  mounted
external  storage  boxes  ~50cm  thick  that  will offer  a modicum  of  spaced  armor  , this  may  amount  to  an  additonal  ~5 -
10cm  Vs 2 nd  Gen  HEAT. Additionally  K- 5 covers   ¼  of  the  side  turret  profile,  near  the  front  adding  ~
16 ±2cm / 2 3 ± 2 c m   KE and  34±4cm  HEAT [APFSDS/Sheathed]  additional  protection.  
 Thus  the  front  Side  turret  should  offer  …..
½   [Front  with  K- 5 ERA] 51cm[APFSDS] 58cm  [Sheathed]  & 77cm  HEAT 
½   [Front  with  out  K- 5 ERA] 35cm  KE  & 43cm  HEAT 
[ Side  turret  rear  and  Rear  turret  ]  13- 19cm  KE & 35- 25cm  HEAT [includes  storage  boxes]
If more  than  6  hits  on  the  side  turret  then  ‘K- 5   covered  areas’  are  considered  “reduced”  and  should  have  the  KE
resistance  reduced  by  4cm  [ 7cm  if  sheathed  APFSDS], while  the  HEAT resistance  should  go  down  26cm.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - REST AS T- 90
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 ‘  ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’  

T- 95  speculation /  Black  Eagle  [speculation ].
Object  640….[Tentative]  

While  this  tank  has  not  entered  production  its  detail  allows  an  closer  glimps  of  the  potential  of  future  Russian  tank
development  and  armor  potential.  The  sectional  armor  limits  Ceramic  tile  size  in  about  the  same  manner  as  western
tanks  suggesting  tiles  with  dimensions  around   one  foot  across.  The  rough  preliminary  measurment  should  be  250mm
or  10  inches,  which  is 6:1  to  12:1  L/c.  This  will raise  lateral  confinment  and  T/d  modification  to  between  65- 75% [like
western  tanks].This  is mostly  based  on  the  1993  patents  for  the  Black  Eagle  armor  and  used  as  an  indicator  for  future
tank  armor.



POTENTIAL ARMOR MASS. Previous  gen  tanks  had  45  tons  plus  ~11m^3  volume  and  ~  3.8m²  front  profile.
this  tank  has  85% larger  turret  but  the  overall  height  is  down  from  2.2  to  1.8m  ~18% drop.  Ground  clearance  looks  to
be  ~32 - 35cm  leaving  a ~  1.5m  body  height  compared  to  1.75m  on  previous  gen...  it  also  looks  like  turret  went  from  ¾
m  to  ½ m  in height....so  that  should  lead  to  75% x 1.85  =  1.39  bigger  turret  or  2.6m^3  volume.   So overall  volume  ~
11.6m^3  ....means  95% armor  mass  . tank  mass  is  up  50  tons  which  is  a 11% increase....or  a 5% overall  increase  in  the
armor  mass.

The  average  frontal  turret  mass  is  up  5% from  50- 52.5  cm  steel.  The  LOS thickness  ranges  from  60- 85cm,  resulting  in  a
bulk  density  of  5.7g/cc  plus  kaktus  era  added  to  front  & side  hull .The  layered  sandwich  looks  like  ~  ½  rolled  steel  and
½ interlayer.  With  a 5.7g/cc  bulk  density  it  should  work  out  to  ~  3.6g/cc  insert.  This  should  be  ¾ AD- 99  [Alumina
ceramic]  & ¼ STEF [Steltexolite]  . This  array  should  offer  1.25+  [3* 1.0/1.6+  0.4/0.6  ÷  4] ÷2  =  1.05/1.3  x 1.25  x 0.8-
0.6.  The  sandwiching  with  hard  steel  should  boost  both  coverplate  and  backing  resistance  to  1.34  [HS coverplate  and
backing]  x 0.8- 0.7  [t/d  & Lc] . 
Kaktus  @ 68°  =  19-  22cm  RHAe  vs  2- 3cm  WHA/DU  APFSDS    [13- 15cm   if  ERA  spent]
Kaktus  @ 68°  =  36- 41  cm  RHAe  vs  3- 4cm  Steel / sheathed  APFSDS [23- 28cm   if  ERA  spent]
16cm  RHAe  vs   120mm  [L- 23 /L26 / DM - 33]  105mm  APFSDS [IO- 105  & M- 900]   ….. 84%
14cm  RHAe  Vs  120mm  [M- 839A2]  & 105mm  [DM- 63 /M426]  APFSDS…..75%
11cm  RHAe  vs  120mm  [L- 27 /L28  /M- 839A3  & DM- 53]…..58%
Vs  shaped  charges12 6m m  +  3.0d

Mantle  area  [ ¼   front  Turret  profile  ] Mantle  area  looks  roughly  20cm  @ 70°  or  ~  0.6m  LOS thickness  .The
bulk  density  should  be  ~  4g/cc.The  visible  sandwiching  is  about  ½ steel  & ½ insert.  The  visible  sandwiching  is roughly
½ steel  & ½ insert  which  could  suppor t  a package  of  SHS +  ¾ AD- 99  [Alumina  ceramic]  & ¼ STEF [Steltexolite].  
                                                                         ¼ exposed  main  armor                             ¾ covered  in  Kactus  ERA
Vs  2cm  HSAPFSDS       63  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  67.5cm  LOS or  25.6cm  @ 68°                   plus  Kaktus  79cm  LOS or  30cm  @
68°
Vs  2cm  APFSDS            63  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  67.5cm  LOS or  25.6cm  @ 68°               plus  Kaktus  86cm  LOS or   32.5cm  @
68°
Vs  3cm  APFSDS            63  x 1.34  x 0.75  =   63.3cm  LOS or  24cm  @ 68°                  plus  Kaktus  84cm  LOS or   32cm  @
68°
Vs  Sheathed  APFSDS    63  x 1.34  x 0.7  =  59.1cm  LOS or  22.4cm  @ 68°               plus  Kaktus  99cm  LOS or   37.7cm  @
68°
Vs  Shaped  charge                     78  x 1.35  =  105.3cm  LOS or   40cm  @ 68°                plus  Kaktus  118cm  LOS or   45cm  @
68°+  3d



Vasiliy  Fofanov.  Patent  drawings  for  an  early  1990s  RFS tank  armor  , thought  to  be  the  BLACK EAGLE.

Sloping  walls  [ ¾  front  Turret  profile  ] Sloping  front  Turret  walls  looks  roughly  20cm  @ 70°  x 45°  0.85m
LOS thickness  .The  bulk  density  should  be  ~  4g/cc.The  visible  sandwiching  is  about  ½ steel  & ½ insert.  The  visible
sandwiching  is  roughly  ½ steel  & ½ insert  which  could  support  a package  of  SHS +  ¾ AD- 99  [Alumina  ceramic]  & ¼
STEF [Steltexolite].
                                                                         ¼ exposed  main  armor                             ¾ covered  in  Kactus  ERA
Vs  2cm  HSAPFSDS       89  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  95.4cm  LOS or  24.6cm  @ 75°               plus  Kaktus  107cm  LOS or  28cm  @ 75°
Vs  2cm  APFSDS            89  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  95.4cm  LOS or  24.6cm  @ 75°              plus  Kaktus  113cm  LOS or   29cm  @
75°               
Vs  3cm  APFSDS             89  x 1.34  x 0.75  =  89.4cm  LOS or  23cm  @ 75°           plus  Kaktus  110cm  LOS or   28.5cm  @
75°               
Vs  Sheathed  APFSDS    89  x 1.34  x 0.7  =  83.4cm  LOS or  21.5cm  @ 75°           plus  Kaktus  119cm  LOS or   30.8cm  @
75°               
Vs  Shaped  charge                   110  x 1.35  =  150cm  LOS or  38.5cm  @ 75°               plus  Kaktus  170cm  LOS or   44cm  @
75°  +  3d

Side  turret  [front  ½];  should  be  20cm  @ 20  x 65°  [50cm  LOS] with  a bulk  density  of  ~  5.7g/cc.  The  visible
sandwiching  is  roughly  ½ steel  & ½ insert  which  could  support  a package  of  SHS +  ¾ AD- 99  [Alumina  ceramic]  & ¼
STEF [Steltexolite]
                                                                         ¼ exposed  main  armor                             ¾ covered  in  Kactus  ERA
Vs  2cm  HS APFSDS    52.5  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  56.3cm  LOS or  21.4cm  @ 68°                   plus  Kaktus  68cm  LOS or  26cm  @
68°
Vs  2cm  APFSDS          52.5  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  56.3cm  LOS or  21.4cm  @ 68°                   plus  Kaktus  75cm  LOS or  28cm  @
68°              
Vs  3cm  APFSDS           52.5  x 1.34  x 0.75  =   52.8cm  LOS or  20cm  @ 68°                  plus  Kaktus  74cm  LOS or  28cm  @
68°
Vs  Sheathed  APFSDS  52  .5x 1.34  x 0.7  =  49.2cm  LOS or  18.7cm  @ 68°                   plus  Kaktus  85cm  LOS or  32cm  @
68°
Vs  Shaped  charge                     65  x 1.35  =  87.8cm  LOS or   33.3cm  @ 68°                plus  Kaktus  107cm  LOS or   40cm  @
68°+  3d

side  turret  [½  Rear]  should  be  ~30cm  LOS sandwich  with  bulk  density  of  3.1g/cc   The  visible  sandwich
armor  is  about  ¼  steel  & ¾  insert  plus  baggage  grill  that  adds  20cm  additional  standoff.  The  sandwich  can  suppor t  a ¼
SHS & ¾ STEF construction,  that  should  offer  about  1.25+1.2÷4  x 1.25  =  0.766/1.13  x 0.92/0.9  [t/d]=  
2cm  APDS/APFSDS   = 23  x 0.92  =  21cm  LOS or  18cm  @ 30°
3cm  APDS/APFSDS  = 23  x 0.9  =  20cm  LOS or  17.5cm  @ 30°
Shaped  charges                   =  40/34cm   LOS or  35 /29c m  @ 30°   +  1d  **  [ also  ½  early  shaped  hits  destroyed
( SPG- 9  PG- 15  & RPG- 7)  ]



Vasiliy  Fofanov.  Patent  drawings  for  an  early  1990s  RFS tank  armor  , thought  to  be  the  BLACK EAGLE.

Rear turret  looks  like  similar  construction  with  a 20cm  thick  sandwich  array  with  ¾ insert  and  ¼ SHS and  a
bulk  density  of  3.1g/cc  plus  baggage  grill  that  adds  20cm  additional  standoff. This  should  be  the  same  as  the  side
turret  around  the  ammo  bunker.  …or 14cm  KE & 29 /23c m  HEAT +  1d  **  [ also  ½  early  shaped  hits  destroyed
( SPG- 9  PG- 15  & RPG- 7)  ]

Turret  provides  allround  resistance  to  RPG- 7/SPG- 9  [early]  ; 30mm  APFSDS upto  BK- 30  and  35mm  APDS; but
would  be  vulnerable  to  35 - 40mm  APFSDS and  RPG- 7N/SPG- 9N.  Side  resistance  is  40mm  APFSDS  & RPG- 7M/N  ;
SPG- 9N.  Turret  ring  looks  30cm  steel.  In the  frontal  arc  resistance  is  

1/3  profile  Lower  front  hull  ~ 11cm@ 60°  ~  22 cm  LOS thickness  looks  like  two  plate  steel  [dual
hardness?] …this  also  doubles  as  the  front  1/3  of  the  floor  area.  Lower  front  hull  has  the  2cm  steel  dozer  mounting
plate  mounted  several  cm  from  the  hull  and  a rubberized /  steel  sheet  is  suspended  from  the  nose  of  the  tank  adding  a
30- 40cm  standoff.  It  is  assumed  the  suspended  sheet  features  hard  steel  perforated  plate.  The  resistance  should  be
37.5cm  x 0.95/0.92 /0.9  [t/d]  +  1.6/1.5 /2.7+  1.6/1.5 /2.7

Vs  2cm  HSAPFSDS         37.5  x 0.95  +  2.2  +  3.4  +  3.6  +  1.8   =  46.6cm  LOS or  23.3cm  @ 60°                   
Vs  2cm  APFSDS              37.5  x 0.95  +  2.2  +  4.2  +  3.6  +  2.6    =  48.2cm  LOS or  24.1cm  @ 60°                  
Vs  3cm  APFSDS                    37.5  x 0.92  +  2 +  5.6  +  3.4+  3.9  =  49.4cm  LOS or  24.7cm  @ 60°                   
Vs  3.5cm  Sheathed  APFSDS  37.5  x 0.9  +  2 +  12.5  +  3.2  +  8.7  =  60.1cm  LOS or  30cm  @ 60°                   

Vs  Shaped  charge                        37.5  +  2.7  +  4 +  15/1   =  59/45cm  LOS or   29.5 /22 .5cm  @ 60°   +  1.5d

2/3  profile  Glacis  ~  20cm@ 75°  =  ~ 77cm  LOS with  bulk  density  of  4.6g/cc  [43* 1.05  =  45/77]   The  visible
sandwiching  is  about  1/3  steel  & 2/3  insert  leaving  ¾ Alumina  [AD- 99]  & ¼ STEF. This  should  offer  1.05/1.6  +  1.25+
0.4/0.7  ÷3  =  0.9/  1.18   x 1.34  [Hard  coverplate  and  back  plate]  x 0.8- 0.7  [T/d  & L/c]  [x 1.35  HEAT]
                                                                         ¼  exposed  main  armor                             ¾  covered  in  Kactus  ERA
Vs  2cm  HSAPFSDS         69.3  x 1.34  x 0.8  =  74.3cm  LOS or  19.2cm  @ 75°             plus  Kaktus  86cm  LOS or  22.2cm  @
75°               
Vs  2cm  APFSDS             69.3   x 1.34  x 0.8  =  74.3cm  LOS or  19.2cm  @ 75°                plus  Kaktus  93cm  LOS or   24cm  @
75°               
Vs  3cm  APFSDS              69.3   x 1.34  x 0.75  =  69.6cm  LOS or  18cm  @ 75°             plus  Kaktus  91cm  LOS or   23.5cm  @
75°               
Vs  Sheathed  APFSDS   69.3   x 1.34  x 0.72  =  66.8cm  LOS or  17.2cm  @ 75°           plus  Kaktus  105cm  LOS or   27.2cm  @
75°               
Vs  Shaped  charge                           91  x 1.35  =  123cm  LOS or  31.7cm  @ 75°              plus  Kaktus  143cm  LOS or   37cm
@ 75°  +  3d

Side  Hull  The  side  hull  in  old  tanks  is  6cm  steel  plus  large  airgap  and  fibre  reinforced  side  skirts  , reinforced
with  K- 5 over  ~  ½  the  profile....this  is  ~17cm  with  ~2.8g /cc  bulk  density...single  plate  could  be  aluminum  but  unlikely.
more  likely  a steel  polyurthan  sandwich  of  ¼  SHS & ¾  polyu  [2.7g/cc]....similar  to  the  armor  structure  around  the
turret  ammo  bunker.  The  sandwich  can  suppor t  a ¼ SHS & ¾ STEF construction,  that  should  offer  about  14cm  KE &



23cm  HEAT.  The  ballistic  skirts  should  be  similar  to  the  perforated  plate / rubber  sheet  suspended  from  front  and  rear
hull  except  the  standoff  is  probably  70cm.
                                                          ½  exposed  rear  side  hull                         ½  front  side  hull  covered  in  Kactus
ERA
Vs  20- 30mm  API/APDS     [14  +  2.1  +2.3]=   18.4cm  @ 0°                               plus  Kaktus  26.4cm  @ 0°
Vs  20- 30mm  APFSDS       [ 15+  2.1  +  3.2]  =  20.3cm  @ 0°                               plus  Kaktus  22.4cm  @ 0°
 2cm  HS APFSDS              [14  +  2.1  +  3.4]=   19.5cm  @ 0°                               plus  Kaktus  22.4cm  @ 0°
2cm   APFSDS                    [14  +  2.1  +  4.2]=   20.3cm  @ 0°                               plus  Kaktus  27.4cm  @ 0°
Sheathed  APFSDS            [13  +  1.9  +  12.4]=   27.3cm  @ 0°                              plus  Kaktus  42cm  @ 0°
Vs  HEAT               23+  2.7  +  27/7  +  1.5d  =   53 /33c m  @ 0°+  1.5d                     plus  Kaktus  73 /53c m  @ 0°  +  3d

Rear hull  is  a 4cm  SHS plate  @ 10°  plus  a 3cm  thick  rubberized  steel  sheet  suspended  ~  30cm  standoff  from  the
rear  of  the  tank.  It  is  assumed  the  suspended  sheet  features  perforated  plate  .
Vs  20- 30mm  API/APDS     [4.8  +  2.1  +2.3]=   9.2cm  @ 0°   
Vs  20- 30mm  APFSDS        [ 5+  2.1  +  3.2]  =  10.3cm  @ 0°
Vs  HEAT                  5+  2.7  +  12/0  +  1.5d  =   20 /8cm  @ 0°+  1.5d

Allround  resistance  should  be  HEAT tiped  Rifle  grenades  ; Early  RPG- 7  & 25- 30mm  API APDS, but  would  be
vulnerable  to  RPG- 7M  & 25- 30mmAPFSDS @ short  range.
The  ±  90°  frontal  arc  resistance  should  be  RPG- 7N & 40mm  APFSDS, RPG- 7L  . The  ±  25°  frontal  arc  resistance  is
to  125mm  BM-32/42  APFSDS &  NATO 1st  Gen  APFSDS & Chinese  100mm  DUAPFSDS [type86] to  ½  penetration  at
500m  and  NATO 2 nd  Gen  105mm  APFSDS [including  Chinese  105mm  Type83] to  ½  penetration  at 1km  range.  The
hull  down  frontal  protection  is  PzF- 3  ; RPG- 29  & TOW- 2A/HOT- 2  /Kornet  as  well  as  all  105mm  APFSDS plus
the  1 st  ;  2 nd Gen  120mm  APFSDS [DM- 43 /L- 26  & M- 829A1]…all  within  a ±  25°  frontal  arc.  From  straight  on  the
hull  down  resistance  should  be  all  120mm  APFSDS except  M- 829A3  and  ATGM up  to  improved  HELLFIRE. 

Top  armor
Top  front  ½   [turret  and  glacis]  armor  is  front  armor  from  the  top  or  ~   20cm  @ 25°  or   25cm  KE & 39cm  HEAT @
90°
Top  Rear ½  [ammo  bunker  & engine  deck] ;  is  ~  4cm  hard  steel.                                        4cm  KE & 5cm  HEAT @ 90°

Bottom  armor
Front  ½   =  18cm  KE and   33 /18cm  HEAT
Rear ½   =  2cm  KE and   22 / 7cm  HEAT
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Korean  Tanks  [Tentative]
http: / /www.fas.org /man / d od - 101/sys / land / row / type - 88- mbt.htm

K- 1  . Looking  at  approximate  volumes  this  tank  which  is  reported  to  be  a mini  M- 1,  is  about  80% of  the  volume  of
the  M- 1  which  is  23  –24m³  [ M- 1/M- 1A1]  thus  the  volume  of  the  K- 1  is  about  18.4  m³  . In some  respects  the  K- 1
resembls  a cross  between  the  General  Motors  & the  Chrysler  XM1 prototypes  even  weighing  about  the  same.  The  K- 1  is
reportedly  rolled  plate  construction  with  special  armor  inserts  which  are  ‘Chobham’  armor   manufactured  in  the  USA so
the  steel  is  probably  HY- 120/140  and  the  ceramic  is  Alumina  [ 85%] and  plexiglas  backing  [Keorean  researchers  have
experimented  with  plexiglass  as  armor].  Going  from  the  Chieftain  model  [ 17.1  m³]  that’s  about  1.07  times  larger  or  a
armor  density  of   93%  how  ever  the  weight  is  lower  too  51  as  opposed  to  54  .5 tons  leading  to  a assumed  armor  density
of  only  87% .Thus  the  armor  mass   figures  are….
Area                   Chieftain            K- 1
Front  turret  =     39- 42.5cm     =33.9-  37cm     rolled  plate  & Chobham  
Glacis                   39cm            =   33.9           rolled  plate
Lower  front  hull    32cm           =  27.8cm    rolled  plate  & Chobham
Side  turret             15cm            =13  cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham  
Rear  turret            10cm             =  8.7cm  rolled  plate  & spaced  armor  
Side  and  rear  hull  43mm          =  37mm  rolled  plate   & spaced  armor  +  thick  sideskirts  [Aluminum?]

Front  turret  : Armor  mass  =34 -  37.5cm  along  the  main  walls  and   42- 52cm  in  the  Mantle  . The  construction  is
rolled  plate  & Chobham   manufactured  in  the  USA.The  thickness  looks  like  47- 48cm  near  the  corners  and  ~  55cm  in
the  weakened  zone.  The  mantle  looks  like  75- 80cm  The  armor  mass  suggests  47cm  [average]  /  75cm=4.9  g/cm³  at  the
mantle  and   34/48  & 37.5/55  or  5.5- 5.55  g/cm³  along  the  main  walls.If  we assume  Steel  & Alumina  [ 85%]  that’s   5.6
g/cm³,  while  the  manlte  looks  like  1/3  steel  2/3  alumina  [4.9  g/cm³].  That’s  0.85/1.3  and  1.1  x 1.1  backing  =  1.07/  1.2
along  the  main  walls  and   1.03/  1.23  at  the  mantle.  With  the  laterial  confinment  it  should  look  as  follows…
    /  48cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 85]  x 1.07/1.2  x 0.95  [Lc] =   49cm  KE & 58cm  HEAT
  /  55cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 85]  x 1.07/1.2  x 0.85  [Lc] =   50cm  KE & 66cm  HEAT
[75cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  2xAD- 85]  x 1.03 /1.23  x 0.78  [Lc] =   60cm  KE & 92cm  HEAT
  \55cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 85]  x 1.07/1.2  x 0.85  [Lc] =   50cm  KE & 66cm  HEAT
    \48cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 85]  x 1.07/1.2  x 0.95  [Lc] =   49cm  KE & 58cm  HEAT

Glacis  : Armor  mass  =   33.9   LOS , composed  of  a thin   rolled  plate  at  a very  sharp  angle  [ ~  83°]that’s   34cm  KE &
HEAT 

Lower  front  hull  :Armor  mass  =  27.8cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham  the  armor  thickness  is  about  50cm  , this  suggest
a average  density  of  4.36g/cm³  which  might  mean  1  part  RHA & 4 parts  alumina  [4.3  g/cm³].That  works  out  to  1.1+  4 x
0.85/1.3  ÷  5 =   0.99  /  1.26  x 50cm  =  50cm  KE & 63cm  HEAT 

Side  turret  : Armor  mass   =13  cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham   plus  storage  boxes  thickness  seems  to  be  ~  28- 30cm  ,
suggesting  an  average  density  of  only  3.4  g/cm³,  obviously  different  from  the  front  armor  . Plexiglas  [ 1.2  g/cm³  ] has
been  ballistically  tested  by  Korean  researched  and  if we assume  2 parts  Plexiglass  and  1  part  Steel  that  works  [ 3.42
g/cm³].  The  resistance  should  be  2x  0.4/0.7  +  1.1  ÷  3=   0.63  KE & 0.83  x 30cm  =   19cm  KE &  25cm  HEAT . The
storage  boxes  along  the  length  of  the  turret  add  200- 400  mm  standoff  which  against  85mm  RPG- 7 boosts  the  side
armor  to  ~  20cm  KE & 28 - 32cm  HEAT 

Rear turret  :Armor  mass  =  8.8cm  rolled  plate  & spaced  armor  plus  storage  boxes  about  1.2m  thick  with  probably  3
plates  ~  3cm  thick.  The  two  outer  plates  are  probably  spaced  ~  20cm  apart  followed  by  the   95cm  ‘ammo
compartment’.  This  should  offer  8.8  x 1.2  –1.4   KE or  ~  10- 12cm  KE and  the  spaced  armor  should  offer  18  \  21  cm
plus  standoff  20/120cm  or  20/  41cm  HEAT . This  means  that  the  outer  armor  is  10cm  KE & 20cm  HEAT and
penetration  should  lead  to  ‘fire  power  kill’ while  the  whole  armor  is  12cm  KE & 42cm  HEAT and  penetration  should
lead  to  a ‘Kill’ . 

Side  hull  :Armor  mass  =  37mm  rolled  plate  and  the  armor  is  thin  rolled  back  plate  & spaced  armor  +  thick   ~  5cm
sideskirts  . In what  looks  like  plus  3cm  [Plexiglas?]  sandwiched  between  2 x 1cm  plates  [Aluminum?].  mounted  730mm
[?] from  a one  inch   thick  RHA [HY- 120?]  plate.  Such  an  arrangement  should  offer  [ 2.75   +  2 x 0.41/0.6  +  3 x 0.4/0.7  ]
x 1.3  [ large  YAW]  =   ~  6cm  KE . The  HEAT values  should  be   5 x 7  x .7 +  2.75  =  27  cm  plus  standoff  ~80cm  ~  11cm
for  a total  of  38cm  HEAT. 

Rear hull  :Armor  mass  =  38mm  rolled  plate   & spaced  armor  , probably  2 x 1.5  cm  outer  plates  spaced  30cm  apart
followed  by  Engine  compar tment  ~  2 meters  deep  plus  1cm  plate.38  x 1.1  x 1.3   =  inner  armor  ;  4cm  KE & 10cm



HEAT and  the  whole  armor  is   ~  5cm  KE & 45cm  HEAT. Penetration  of  the  inner  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Mobility  Kill’
, while  penetra tion  of  the  whole  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Kill’.
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K- 1A1[Tentative]  

  .The  K- 1A1  is  reported  to  weigth  about  53.3  tons  so  that’s  a 2.3  ton  increase  in  mass,  about  1000kg  of  this  increase  is
probably  the  transition  from  105mm  to  120mm  gun  and  the  rest  may  well  be  volume  changes  in  the  turret  to
accomadate  this  new  bigger  gun.  Korean  souces  claim  600mm  penetration  from  the  120mm  gun!  Assuming  the  K- 1A1
is  an  upgrade  it  can  be  also  assumed  the  special  armor  is  improved  even  if the  density  is  the  same.If  we assume  a 2  cm
increase  in  the  armor  mass,  that’s  uping  the  density  to  5.9g/cm³  just  enough  to  substi tue  AD- 99  for  AD- 85   

Area                   Chieftain            K- 1
Front  turret  =     39- 42.5cm     =33.9-  37cm     rolled  plate  & Chobham  
Glacis                   39cm            =   33.9           rolled  plate
Lower  front  hull    32cm           =  27.8cm    rolled  plate  & Chobham
Side  turret             15cm            =13  cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham  
Rear  turret            10cm             =  8.7cm  rolled  plate  & spaced  armor  
Side  and  rear  hull  43mm          =  37mm  rolled  plate   & spaced  armor  +  thick  sideskirts  [Aluminum?]

 
Front  turret  : Armor  mass  =36 -  39.5cm  along  the  main  walls  and   42- 52cm  in  the  Mantle  . The  construction  is
rolled  plate  & Chobham   manufactured  in  the  USA.The  thickness  looks  like  47- 48cm  near  the  corners  and  ~  55cm  in
the  weakened  zone.  The  mantle  looks  like  75- 80cm  The  armor  mass  suggests  47cm  [average]  /  75cm=4.9  g/cm³  at  the
mantle  and  36/48  & 39.5/55  or  5.9  g/cm³  along  the  main  walls.If  we assume  Steel  & Alumina  [ 99%]  that’s   5.9  g/cm³,
while  the  manlte  looks  like  1/3  steel  2/3  alumina  [4.9  g/cm³].  That’s  AD- 99  1.05/  2.6  and  1.1  x 1.1  backing  =  1.18/
1.85  along  the  main  walls  and   1.03/  1.23  at  the  mantle.  With  the  laterial  confinment  it  should  look  as  follows…
    /  48cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 99]  x 1.18/1.85  x 0.95  [Lc] =   54cm  KE & 89cm  HEAT
  /  55cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 99]  x 1.18 /1.85  x 0.85  [Lc] =   55cm  KE & 102cm  HEAT
[75cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  2xAD- 85]  x 1.03 /1.23  x 0.78  [Lc] =   60cm  KE & 92cm  HEAT
  \55cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 99]  x 1.18 /1.85  x 0.85  [Lc] =   55cm  KE & 102cm  HEAT
    \48cm  LOS [HY- 120  +  AD- 99]  x 1.18/1.85  x 0.95  [Lc] =   54cm  KE & 89cm  HEAT

Glacis  : Armor  mass  =   33.9   LOS , composed  of  a thin   rolled  plate  at  a very  sharp  angle  [ ~  83°]that’s   34cm  KE &
HEAT 



Lower  front  hull  :Armor  mass  =  27.8cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham  the  armor  thickness  is  about  50cm  , this  suggest
a average  density  of  4.36g/cm³  which  might  mean  1  part  RHA & 4 parts  alumina  [4.3  g/cm³].That  works  out  to  1.1+  4 x
0.85/1.3  ÷  5 =   0.99  /  1.26  x 50cm  =  50cm  KE & 63cm  HEAT 

Side  turret  : Armor  mass   =13  cm  rolled  plate  & Chobham   plus  storage  boxes  thickness  seems  to  be  ~  28- 30cm  ,
suggesting  an  average  density  of  only  3.4  g/cm³,  obviously  different  from  the  front  armor  . Plexiglas  [ 1.2  g/cm³  ] has
been  ballistically  tested  by  Korean  researched  and  if we assume  2 parts  Plexiglass  and  1  part  Steel  that  works  [ 3.42
g/cm³].  The  resistance  should  be  2x  0.4/0.7  +  1.1  ÷  3=   0.63  KE & 0.83  x 30cm  =   19cm  KE &  25cm  HEAT . The
storage  boxes  along  the  length  of  the  turret  add  200- 400  mm  standoff  which  against  85mm  RPG- 7 boosts  the  side
armor  to  ~  20cm  KE & 28 - 32cm  HEAT 

Rear turret  :Armor  mass  =  8.8cm  rolled  plate  & spaced  armor  plus  storage  boxes  about  1.2m  thick  with  probably  3
plates  ~  3cm  thick.  The  two  outer  plates  are  probably  spaced  ~  20cm  apart  followed  by  the   95cm  ‘ammo
compartment’.  This  should  offer  8.8  x 1.2  –1.4   KE or  ~  10- 12cm  KE and  the  spaced  armor  should  offer  18  \  21  cm
plus  standoff  20/120cm  or  20/  41cm  HEAT . This  means  that  the  outer  armor  is  10cm  KE & 20cm  HEAT and
penetration  should  lead  to  ‘fire  power  kill’ while  the  whole  armor  is  12cm  KE & 42cm  HEAT and  penetration  should
lead  to  a ‘Kill’ . 

Side  hull  :Armor  mass  =  37mm  rolled  plate  and  the  armor  is  thin  rolled  back  plate  & spaced  armor  +  thick   ~  5cm
sideskirts  . In what  looks  like  plus  3cm  [Plexiglas?]  sandwiched  between  2 x 1cm  plates  [Aluminum?].  mounted  730mm
[?] from  a one  inch   thick  RHA [HY- 120?]  plate.  Such  an  arrangement  should  offer  [ 2.75   +  2 x 0.41/0.6  +  3 x 0.4/0.7  ]
x 1.3  [ large  YAW]  =   ~  6cm  KE . The  HEAT values  should  be   5 x 7  x .7 +  2.75  =  27  cm  plus  standoff  ~80cm  ~  11cm
for  a total  of  38cm  HEAT. 

Rear hull  :Armor  mass  =  38mm  rolled  plate   & spaced  armor  , probably  2 x 1.5  cm  outer  plates  spaced  30cm  apart
followed  by  Engine  compar tment  ~  2 meters  deep  plus  1cm  plate.38  x 1.1  x 1.3   =  inner  armor  ;  4cm  KE & 10cm
HEAT and  the  whole  armor  is   ~  5cm  KE & 45cm  HEAT. Penetration  of  the  inner  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Mobility  Kill’
, while  penetra tion  of  the  whole  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Kill’.

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
The  XK2 Main  Battle  Tank  is a  next  generation  of  main  battle  tank  to  replace  the  older  K1 and  American  M47/M48
tanks.  It will be  fitted  with  German  MTU 1500  hp  Europowerpack  for  the  engine,  and  a new  120m m  cannon  with
autoloader.  New  armor  and  sensor  system  are  intended  to be  comparable  to  M1A2  and  LeClerc  
The  Korean  Future  Main  Battle  Tank  is under  development  as  a  indigenous  tank  to  meet  21C  digital  battle  field  on  the
basis  of  development  experiences  of  K1 and  K1A1  tank.  Important  considerations  in  the  tank  are  battle  management
system,  automatic  tracking  system,  automatic  ammuition  loading  system,  active  defense  system  (soft- kill and  hard- kill),
navigation  system,  semi- active  suspension  unit,  NBC overpressure  system  etc.  The  tank  will be  the  main  battle  tank  of
the  highest  technical  level  all over  the  world.
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

INDIAN TANKS : 
VIJAYANTA  is  the  indian  production  of  the  VICKERS Mk1 tank  which  its  self  is  a development  of  the  Centurion  MBT.
With  a weight  of  39,000kg  compared  to  51800  for  the  Centurion  Mk 13  the  volume  looks  like  ~  85% of  the  Centurions
volume.This  suggests  the  armor  density  of  the  Vickers  Mk1 is  ~  90% of  the  centurions  . I assume  the  thickness  of  armor
throught  the  front  mantle  including  gun  cradle  is  ~  240mm  welded  plate  and  mild  steel..  The  rest  of  the  construction  is
reported  to  be  rolled  plate  . At  the  ‘Defence  Metallurgical  Research  Lab in  Kanchanbagh,  ballistic  test  are  often
conducted  with  80mm  thick  plates  of   300- 410  –480  BHN and  these  are  assumed  to  be  involved  in  the  construction  of
this  tank.  The  Vickers  Mk- 3  features  a cast  front  and  side  armor  turret   and  a new  engine  with  1.4  ton  increase  in
weight.that’s  a  1/20  th  increase  in  the  armor  mass,  however  since  this  is  concentrated  in  the  front  half  of  the  turret  the
actual  increase  is more  .Most  tanks  the  turret  is  1/5  th  of  the  tank  volume  so  the  front  half  of  the  turret  should
represent  1/10 th  of  that  volume  . A 1/14th  increase  in  the  armor  mass  concentra ted  in  the  front  turret  becomes  >70%
increase  in  that  part  of  the  turret  armor  thickness  . 



JANES lists  the  armor  of  the  VICKERS Mk1  as  ….

Turret  front   =80mm  RHA [ 300  BHN] @ 20°
Side  turret   =40 - 60mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 15  x  15°  +  50cm  thick  storage  boxes  
Rear turret  =30m m  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 13°  +  storage  50cm  thick  basket  
Glacis  =  60mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 60°
Lowerhull    =  80mm  RHA [ 300  BHN?] @ 55°
Side  hull   =  40- 30mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] plus  55cm  standoff   & side  skirts  
Rear hull  =  20mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 0°
Top  armor  =  25mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?]  
Bottom  armor  =17m m  RHA [ 410  BHN?]  plus  40cm  standoff.
I estimate  the  Mantle   to  be  ~  24  cm  RHA [ 270  BHN?]
Mk 3  estimated  turret  armor
Mantle   20  cm  Cast  +6cm   mild  steel  [gun  cradle]   or  10cm  mantle  plus  16cm  front  turret  ? 
Turret  front   =  16cm  cast  @ 50°=25  cm  LOS  
Front  Side  turret   =  10cm  cast   @ 40°  =  13cm  LOS 

Turret  ; MANTLE area  is  18- 24cm  rolled  plate,  while  the  front  turret  is  8cm  rolled  plate  @ 20°.   
¼  profile   80  mm  RHA @ 20°~  9cm  x 0.9  [Lc]   = 7cm  [APC] & 8cm  APFSDS  9cm  HEAT .
¾ profile  24cm  Cast  @ 15°x  0.9[Lc]=  14  cm  [APC], 17cm  [APDS] & 24  cm  HEAT
 [Lc ] lateral  confinement  or  the  free  edge  effect.

SIDE TURRET; 6cm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 15  x  15°  +  50cm  thick  storage  boxes   that’s  1.2  x 133  due  to  slope  Vs APC
shot  [including  t /d]  or  16  cm  x 0.9  =14  cm  .  Boxes  along  the  side  turret  add  several  hundred  mm  spaced  armor  which
should  add  ~13 -  15  cm   for  a total  ~  26- 28  cm  HEAT armor

VIJAYANTA/BISON  ; In 1992  Vijayanta  gained  5 metric  tons  when  it  got  up  graded  with  ‘KANCHAN’ armor  . Weight
went  up  to  43  metric  tons and  the  Kanchan  which  should  have  a Te of  0.5/0.9  and  is  probably  encased  in  steel  [ 480
BHN] . This  looks  like   8cm  Kanchan  sandwich  between  2 x 2cm  480  BHN plates  mounted  on  the  glacis  and  side  turret
while  upto  two  plates  are  mounted  on  the  front  turret  to  improve  the  free  edge  This  should  offer  8  x 0.5/0.9  +  4 x 1.2  /
12  =  0.733/1.0  Armor  mass  6cm  side  hull  8cm  front  side  turret  and  10cm  to  front  turret.  Which  sounds  like  a 3-
5  ton  increase.  

¼ profile  is 80  mm  RHA +  24cm  KANCHAN @ 20°   
8cm  RHA x  1.0 /1.0  =  8/8cm
20cm  KANCHAN  x  0.5 /0.9 =  10 /18c m  
2cm  SHS x  1.0 /1.25  =  2/2.5cm
x  1.25 /1.2  x  20°  =  28cm  APFSDS  38cm  HEAT .

¾ profile  is 18cm  Cast  @ 15°+  24cm  KANCHAN @  
18cm  RHA x  1.0 /1.0  =  18 / 18cm
20cm  KANCHAN  x  0.5 /0.9 =  10 /18c m  
2cm  SHS x  1.0 /1.25  =  2/2.5cm
x  1.25 /1.2  =  37cm  [APFSDS] & 46cm  HEAT

SIDE TURRET; 6cm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 15  x  15°   plus  12cm  KANCHAN +  50cm  thick  storage  boxes  
6cm  RHA 0.95/1.0  =  5.7/6cm
10cm  Kanchan  0.5/0.9   =  5/9cm
2cm  SHS 1.0/1.25  =  2/2.5cm
1.25  /1.2  x 12.7/17.5  =  15.9/21cm  RHAe plus  storage  boxes  [ should  add  ~  15cm  HEAT plus  spaced  armor  effect  ] 
1cm  adds  0.65/1.3d  =  +  2.7/5.4cm  [Vs 4cm  APFSDS] =  +  0.9d /1.8d  =  +1.8 /3.7cm  [Vs 2cm  APFSDS]



19 /  20cm  [2cmAPFSDS/sheathed]  & 35- 40cm  HEAT
 18 /21c m  [4cmAPFSDS/sheathed]  & 35- 40cm  HEAT .

GLACIS : 6cm  RHA [ 410  BHN?]  plus  12cm  KANCHAN  armor  @ 60°  
6cm  RHA 0.95/1.0  =  5.7/6cm
10cm  Kanchan  0.5/0.9   =  5/9cm
2cm  SHS 1.0/1.25  =  2/2.5cm
1.25  /1.2  x 12.7/17.5  =  15.9/21cm  RHAe x 2 [angle  ] =   ~32cm  APFSDS &   41  cm  HEAT

Mk 3  Turret  ; MANTLE area  is  >20cm  Cast  @ 20°  =27cm  (LOS) 
½ profile  =  16cm  cast  @ 50°   x 0.95[Cast]   x 0.96[Lc] =24cm  APFSDS  27cm  HEAT .
½ profile  24cm  Cast  @ 15°  x 0.95  [Cast]  x  0.9[Lc]  =  23cm  [APDS] & 27  cm  HEAT
 [Lc ] lateral  confinement  or  the  free  edge  effect.

FRONT SIDE TURRET; 60  mm  RHA 40- 60mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 15  x  15°  +  50cm  thick  storage  boxes  
 @ 10°  x 10°,  that’s  1.2  x 133  due  to  slope  Vs APC shot  [including  t/d]  or  16  cm  x 0.9  =14  cm  .  Boxes  along  the  side
turret  add  several  hundred  mm  spaced  armor  which  should  add  ~13 -  15  cm   for  a total  ~  26- 28  cm  HEAT armor

Both  Rear turret  =30m m  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 13°  +  storage  50cm  thick  basket  

GLACIS : 60mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 60°    x 0.85[t /d  APC] =  ~10cm  [APC] 12  cm  [APDS/APFSDS] & 12  cm  HEAT

LOWER HULL: 80mm  RHA [ 300  BHN?] @ 55°  x 0.88  [t/d  APC] =  ~12  cm  [APC] , 13cm  [APDS/APFSDS] & 13  cm
HEAT

SIDE  HULL ; 40- 30mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] plus  ~  60cm  standoff   & side  skirts, the  effect  on  AP shots  is  1.5  times  the
LOS thickness[  hardness  & Yaw] HEAT value  should  be  increased  by  several  projectile  diameter  to  ~  30  cm  . So that’s  9
cm  KE & 30  cm  HEAT

REAR HULL: 20mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?] @ 0°[ probably  high  RHA maybe  ~350  BHN] @0°=  38  Vs T/d  [14.5]  ~3:1  APC
shot  =  1.7  [including  hardness]  x 38=   ~  6 cm  . The  HEAT values  are  boosted  by  the  engine    covers  that  offer  >20  cm
spaced  armor  or  about  1- 2 cd  standoff.   That’s   8- 9 cm  additional  HEAT armor  or  ~  6  cm  KE /  12- 13  cm  HEAT.

Top  armor  =  25mm  RHA [ 410  BHN?]  
Bottom  armor  =17m m  RHA [ 410  BHN?]  plus  40cm  standoff.

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

<b>ARJUN < /b > [Tentative]

Putting  together  provisional  information  from  JANES and  various  tank  books  plus  photos  from  resent  article  in  the
JoMO,the  following  is  apparent.The  tank  is  58.5tons  and  a volume  that’s  about  ¾ of  the  M- 1  or  about  17- 18  m³.  With
the  increased  weight  the  density  of  1.05  times  the  Chieftain  model  seem  closest.  The  armor  is  reported  to  be  rolled
plate  and  13.5  tons  of  ‘Kanchan’  composite  armor  which  is  a fiber  reinforced  composite  also  mounted  on  the  up
armored  Vijayanta.  This  combination  is  noted  to  be  mounted  on  the  front  and  side  turret  as  well  as  the  side  skirts  .
While  the  JoMO reports  there  is  no  Kanchan  in  the  front  hull  IDR's  editor  reports   -  it  s  in  the   turret  and  hull  with  a
weight  of  58.6  tons  weight  and  13.5  tons  of  Kanchan  armor  . The  Arjun  front  armor  has  been  critized  as  being
incapable  of  resisting  Pakistan’s  ‘Baktar  Shikan’  missile  ,an  improved  Chinese  ‘Red  Arrow- 8 [ ~800mm  penetration  ] .
Its  now  being  suggested  that  ERA is  to  be  included  bringing  the  weight  to  61.5  tons  . With  a provisional  drawing  and
pics  from  the  JoMO Vol- 10  July  2000  the  front  turret  looks  like  75- 80cm  thick  while  the  side  turret  armor  looks  like
27- 33cm  thick,  while  the  lower  front  hull  plate  is  ~  12cm  thick  set  back  at  angle  ~65°armor  , although  spaced  armor  is

suspected  in  the  lower  hull.  The  mass  figures  from  above  I estimate  the  following. 
http: / /www.bharat- rakshak.com/LAND- FORCES/Army/Images- MBT1.html



Area                   Chieftain                ARJUN
¾ Front  turret  =     39- 42.5cm  x 1.05   =  ~43cm  but  surface  area  is  1.6m²  while  Chieftain  is  1.9m²  increasing  the  density
to  51cm  [1.19]
¼ upper  front  turret  =  46cm  LOS [ ~4cm@  85°]
Mantle                50- 60cm   x 1.05  =   56/7cm  RHA & Kanchan
front  hull    39/32cm     x 1.05  =  41/34cm  RHA & spaced  armor    2.5m²  compared  to  2.23m²  x 0.90  =  ~  37/31cm  steel
mass.
Lower  hull  has  what  looks  like  115mm  thickness  @ 70°  or  33cm  LOS thickness.  Could  be  just  solid  steel  , but  should  be
thicker  in  order  to  overlap  glacis  plate  in  construction.,  perhaps  40- 60cm  LOS suggesting  spaced  armor.
Side  turret             15cm    x 1.05  =16  cm  Steel  & Kanchan  [est  27- 33cm  thick  total]
Rear  turret            10cm    x 1.05   =  10.5cm  x 1.19  [reduced  surface  area]  =  12.5cm  Steel  & spaced  armor  
Side  hull  43mm   x 1.05  =  45mm  Steel   & spaced  armor  +  17.5cm  thick  Kanchan  sideskirts  
rear  hull  43mm   x 1.05  =  45mm  Steel  x 0.9  [ incresed  surface  area]  =  40mm  & spaced  armor  

Front  turret  : Armor  mass  =  43- 46cm  HY- 80  plate  & Kanchan  and  the  thickness  looks  like  70cm  along  the  front
walls  and  80cm  in the  weakened  zone  but  the  insert  is  355mm  thick  Kanchan  armor.If  we assume  the  armor  is  half  and
half  RHA & Kanchan  is  a fiberglas  /Steltexolite  type  material  the  armor,  with  a expected  ‘Te’ of   0.5/0.9  +  0.95  ÷  2 =
0.72  KE & 0.925  HEAT x thickness..This  doesn’t  include  the  lateral  confinement  so  the  turrret  should  look  as  follows…

   /  ~70cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.99  [Lc] =  50cm  KE & 65cm  HEAT 
 /  ~  80cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.94  [Lc] =  54cm  KE & 74cm  HEAT 
 [~  90cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.88  [Lc] =  57cm  KE & 83cm  HEAT
 \  ~  80cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.94  [Lc] =  54cm  KE & 74cm  HEAT
   \ ~70cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.99  [Lc] =  50cm  KE & 65cm  HEAT

With  Type  C Norinco  ERA the  front  turret  becomes  …. 49  ±  24mm  ÷  Cos  angle  =  ~  2.5  x 49  ±  24mm=  122±  60mm  KE
& 2.1  times  this  in  HEAT protection  or  12±  6cm  KE & 26  ±  12cm  HEAT 

   /  ~70cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  +  Nc- C =  62  cm  [ 56- 68cm]  KE & 91cm[79 - 103]   HEAT  
 /  ~  80cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  +  Nc- C =  66  cm  [ 60- 72cm]  KE & 100cm[88 - 112]   HEAT
 [~  90cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  x 0.72/0.925  x 0.88  [Lc] =  57cm  KE & 83cm  HEAT
 \  ~  80cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  +  Nc- C =  66  cm  [ 60- 72cm]  KE & 100cm[88 - 112]   HEAT
   \ ~70cm  LOS [ HY- 80  +  Kanchan]  +  Nc- C =  62  cm  [ 56- 68cm]  KE & 91cm[79 - 103]   HEAT

Glacis  ; Armor  mass  =  43cm  HY- 80  plate  with  spaced  armor  about  22cm  @  67°  or  ~  56cm  LOS ~  13cm  LOS. This
leads  to  the  following  values  43cm  x 0.95[HY- 80]  =  41cm  with  16  cm  plate   +  13cm  spacing   +   25cm  plate  for  a



resistance  of  16  x 3 +  25cm  HEAT or  41cm  KE & 73cm  HEAT .With  Norinco  type  C  ERA that’s  13±6KE  & 27±  12cm
HEAT leading  to  54  cm  [ 47- 60cm  ] KE & 100  cm  [ 88- 112cm]  HEAT.

Lower  front  hull  ; Armor  mass  =  35cm  HY- 80  plate  & Kanchan  spaced  armor  so  its  assumed  to  be  0.95  x 35  =
33cm  KE and  15  +  spacing  +  20cm  LOS =  65  cm  HEAT …that’s  35cm  KE & 65cm  HEAT.

Side  turret  ; Armor  mass  =16.5cm  HY- 80  plate  & Kanchan  with  the  visible  thickness  27  –30cm  suggesting  a 4.3
g/cm³  density  similar  to  the  armor  above  or  2  x Kanchan  +  HY- 80  or  0.65  KE & 0.92  HEAT x 30cm  … that’s  20cm  KE &
28cm  HEAT . 

Rear turret  ; Armor  mass  =  11cm  HY- 80  plate  & spaced  armor  is  composed  of  three  plates  ~  4cm  thickeach  plus
70cm  and   1.2m  spacing  . This  leads  to  an  estimate  of   8cm  KE - 21cm  HEAT outer  armor  and  13cm  KE & 54cm
HEAT whole  armor  . This  means  that  penetra tion  of  the  ‘outer  armor ‘ should  lead  to  ‘fire  power  kill’ while
penetration  of  the  ’whole  armor’ should  lead  to  a ‘Kill’ . 

Side  Hull  Armor  mass  =  48mm  HY- 80  plate   & 70cm  spaced  armor  +  5 to  13cm  thick  sideskirts  [HY- 80  &
Kanchan  ] . This  leads  to  25mm  rear  HY- 80  rear  plate  side  skirt  4cm  Aluminum  /Kanchan  .That’s   2.5cm  +  4 x 0.4[  Te]
x 1.3[YAW] x 1.6  {NERA] KE armor  and  4cm  x 7 x 0.7  +  standoff  [ 11cm  ] & 2.5cm  rear  plate   =  6- 7cm  KE &  33cm
HEAT 

Front  1/3  Side  Hull  Armor  mass  =  48mm  HY- 80  plate   & 70cm  spaced  armor  +  5 to  13cm  thick  sideskirts  [HY-
80  & Kanchan  ] . This  leads  to  25mm  rear  HY- 80  rear  plate  side  skirt  13cm  Aluminum  /Kanchan   front  1/3  section  .
That’s   { 2.5cm  +  13  x 0.4  [te]  x 1.6  {NERA] }x 1.3[YAW] KE armor  and  13cm  x 5 x 0.8  +  standoff  [ 11cm  ] & 2.5cm  rear
plate   =  14cm  KE &  66cm  HEAT . 

Rear hull  ; Armor  mass  =  48mm  rolled  plate   & spaced  armor  , probably  2 x 1.5  cm  outer  plates  spaced  30cm  apart
followed  by  Engine  compar tment  ~  2 meters  deep  plus  1.8cm  plate.48  x 1.1  x 1.3   =  inner  armor  ;  5cm  KE & 16cm
HEAT and  the  whole  armor  is   ~  7cm  KE & 50cm  HEAT. Penetration  of  the  inner  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Mobility  Kill’
, while  penetra tion  of  the  whole  armor  should  lead  to  a ‘Kill’.

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

British  Tanks  :
The  BOAR has  often  fielded  the  most  heavily  armored  tanks  in  NATO and  the  world  . It’s clear  they  see  the  role  of  the
tank  as  the  main  heavy  weapon  for  fighting  it  out  in  battle.  If we look  back  we can  get  a perspective  on  this  armor  and
its  impact  on  the  Challenger  tank  program.  
                                                                             steel  armor  mass  in  cm
   Tank           Weight           volume                    TF           TS           TR         TT          HF           HS           HR            HT/B
 Comet              33  M ton        ~14 - 15m^3,       11- 12cm    6cm         6cm          2cm         7cm        4cm            2.5cm
1.4cm
 Centurion         48  M ton        ~21m^3,           13- 15cm    10cm       7.6cm        8cm        14cm       5cm*         (2.7cm)
2.4cm         
 Centurion         51  M ton        ~21m^3,           15- 21cm    10cm       7.  6cm       8cm        19cm       5cm*         (2.7cm)
2.4cm         
 Conqueror        67  M ton       ~  23m^3           ~33cm        12cm        6.5cm       4cm?       24cm       6cm*        (2.5cm)
2cm?         
 Chieftain          55  M Ton        17.1m^3        ~  42cm        13cm?     10cm  ?     3.5cm      35cm?     4cm*         (2.5cm)
1.6cm         
 Challenger  –1  62  M  ton     ~  19.7m^3      [~  50cm]     [13cm?]    {10cm?}  3.5cm?   [34cm?]    4cm*?       {2.5cm}?     1.6cm?
 Challenger  –2  62.5  M  ton   ~  19m^3       [ ~  60cm]     [14cm?]   {10cm?}   {4cm?} [36cm?]    4cm*?       {2.6cm}?    {1.7cm}?
Centurion  turret  is  reported  to  be  13,700kg  while  the  120mm  turrets  are  16,000kgs  {RMO Technology  of  tanks  pp196.

Centurion  mk5 \2  or  mk  7\2  mk  8\2  mk9- 13  ; 

SOURCES- Armor  thickness  values  are  documented  from  two   sources   JANES  A&A- 95 / 96  pp  133  and  CENTURION
in
ACTION pp6  &10  . Angles  are  measured  from  several  scale  drawings  in  CENTURION in  ACTION & THE TANK pp258

“These  plates  all overlap  so you  can  get  a  good  clean  measure  without  having  to
worry  about  welds.  
Hull front:  76m m
Glacis: 79m m
Upper  hull  side,  front:  50m m
Upper  hull  side,  rear: 49m m



The  turret  is rather  difficult  to  get  decent  measurements  on.  Its is cast,  of  course,
but  the  roof  is a  flat  plate  welded  on  to  the  casting.Measurement  through  the  pistol
port  on  the  left  hand  side  of  the  turret  showed:  
1. A  plate  on  the  inside  of  the  tank,  about  8m m  thick
2. A  tubular  piece  fitting  in  the  hole  in  the  turret  armour,  about  65m m  thick
3. A  conical  outer  plate,  about  65m m  as well. 
Roof  plate  casting  was  about  55m m  thick..  The  best  measure  was  on  the
edge  of  cupola  where  the  plate  was  about  26m m.  
The  turret  front  and  mantlet  is a  rather  hopeless  endeavour  to measure
because  of  its complex  shape,  but  the  coax- MG opening  in  the  mantlet
combining  some  of  the  inner  and  outer  measurements,  showed  170m m  for
the  front  turret  armour  at  the  height  of  the  mantlets  upper  edge,  over  the
MG opening. ”

[Claus  Bonnesen  measurements  of  a  Danish  Centurion  armor  July  2004].
“Here  are  official  plate  thickness  for  Mk 3&5 Cent  
cupola  hatch  25m m
forward  slope  of  turret  51m m  
top  of  turret  29m m  
mantlet  152m m  
drivers  hatch  area  29m m  
upper  glacis  76m m  
lower  glacis  17m m  
bazooka  plate  6m m
turret  sides  89m m
lower  rear  hull  20m m  
upper  rear  hull  plate  19m m  
top  rear  hull  plate  38m m  
deck  area  14m m  
belly  plate  17mm  
hull  sides  51m m.  
these  figs  do  not  take  into  account  any  sloping  of  armour,  they  are  simply  thickness  as
used .”

Bob Griffin  Author  of  books  , ‘Chieftain’  and  ‘Conqueror’.



                                                     Gavin  Kratz  

Picture  1 -  Glacis estimate.  thickness  of  82.6m m.  
Picture  2 -  Mantlet /Turret  front.  ~ 214m m.
Thinnest  bit  not  in  line  with  turret  armour:  139m m.  
Top  of  mantlet,  down  approx.  30m m  from  top  edge: 103m m  
Bottom  of  mantlet,  up  approx  30m m  from  bottom  edge: 82m m  
Note: The  mantlet  thickness  is measured  approximately  parallel  to  the  ground,  ignores  the  really
thick  bits  around  the  various  cavities  that  would  be  filled  with  things  like  bits  of  the  gun  recoil
mechanism,  etc. 
Turret  front,  behind  top  of  mantlet  measurement  above: 139m m  
Turret  front  behind  lower  mantlet  measurement:  71m m,  although  there  appears  to  be  significant
extra  thickness  a  few  mm  further  "in" to the  cutaway.  
Lower  turret  -  below  mantlet:  102m m.  
Outer  raised  surface  of  turret  ring: 50- 85m m  
Inner  lip of  turret  inside  turret  ring: 58m m  
"Roof" under  turret:  25m m  
Turret  sloped  front,  45- 50m m,  measured  normal  to  surface.  
Turret  flat  roof  forward  of  commander's  cupola: 26m m  & Cupola  front:  147m m  
64  mm  for  lower  front  armour,  normal  to  surface.  
The  rear  armour  seemed  to  be  about  25m m  vertically  aligned   

   Stuart  Galbraith                                                          Claus  Bonnesen
Turret  ; early  MANTLE area  is  15- 32cm  [early]  Cast  .The  t/d  effect  is  0.95- 1.0   but  cast  armor  reduces  the
effectiveness  to  0.95  and   the  "Free  edge  effect"  reduces  this  50  % over  the  thicker  sections  and  80%  over  the  thinner
mantle  areas,due  to  the  numerous  aperatures  and  free  edges  or  12- 15cm  on  the  early  mantle.  The  thinner  sections
employ  a lot  of  spaced  armor  type  sections  so  some  benefit  would  occure  there  [maybe  0.2- 0.6d]  .The  corners  9cm  @
70°and   13cm  @ 45°  or  ~15 - 19  cm.  The  upper  front  turret  is  5.1cm  @ 75°,  with  14cm  RHAe , which  will also  ricochet
all  APC/HVAP ammo  and  most  APDS.

½  profile  side / front / top  19- 26cm  LOS Cast  =  15 - 19  cm  KE & 19- 26  cm  HEAT.
½  profile  mantle  ~  is  15- 32cm  [early]  Cast  .=   15cm  KE & 19 - 32cm  HEAT 

Turret  ; Late  MANTLE area  is  21- 37cm  [late]  Cast  .The  t/d  effect  is  0.95- 1.0   but  cast  armor  reduces  the
effectiveness  to  0.95  and   the  "Free  edge  effect"  reduces  this  50% over  the  thicker  sections  and  80%  over  the  thinner
mantle  areas,due  to  the  numerous  aperatures  and  free  edges  or  15- 17cm  on  the  late  models.  The  thinner  sections
employ  a lot  of  spaced  armor  type  sections  so  some  benefit  would  occure  there  [maybe  0.1- 0.2d]  . The  corners  11cm  @
70°and   14cm  @ 45°  or  ~16  -  25cm.  The  upper  front  turret  is  5.1cm  @ 75°,  with  14cm  RHAe , which  will also  ricochet
all  APC/HVAP ammo  and  most  APDS.

½  profile  side / front / top  19- 32cm  LOS Cast  =  16- 25  cm  KE & 20- 33  cm  HEAT.
½  profile  mantle  ~  is  21- 37cm  [late]  Cast  =  17cm  KE & 26 - 37cm  HEAT

SIDE TURRET; 133  - 76mm  cast  @ 25°  x 10°,  that’s  0.85/0.68[t / d  & cast]  =13/7  cm  KE[front / rear]& 15/8cm
[front / rear]  HEAT   .  Boxes  along  the  side  turret  add  several  hundred  mm  spaced  armor  which  should  add  ~15 -  20  cm
for  a total
Front  side   ~  13 15   cm  KE  & 15 30   HEAT armor.
Rear side   ~  7 9  cm  KE  &   8 29  HEAT armor.



REAR TURRET 80mm  Cast  estimated  x 0.85  /0.76[t / d  &Lc] =  7cm  [3’’APC] & 8cm  HEAT, in  late  model  tanks  and
Israelis  from  1970  on  add  storage  boxes  that  add  10- 15cm  to  the  HEAT resistance  or  total  armor  of   7 8cm  [3’’APC] &
8 23cm  HEAT

Old  GLACIS Mk 1& 2  :76  mm  RHA @ 55°=(LOS) x 0.9/0.8  [t/d]  =  ~12cm  [76- 85mm  APC] 11cm  [100 - 122mm  APC]
& 13cm  HEAT
New  GLACIS :118  mm  RHA @ 55°  x 0.95/0.9  [t/d]  ~20cm  [76- 85mm  APC& APDS/APFSDS] 18cm  [100- 122mm
APC] & 21cm  HEAT

Stuart  Galbraith                                                          

LOWER HULL: 76  mm  RHA @ 45°=LOS) x 0.9/0.8  [t/d]  =  ~10cm  [76- 85mm  APC] 9cm  [100 - 122mm  APC] & 11cm
HEAT

SIDE  HULL ;(51  mm  RHA +700  mm  Space  +  10  mm  plate,  the  effect  on  AP shots  is  thickness  plus  1  - 2  cm  ,  HEAT
value  should  be  increased  by several  projectile  diameter  to  ~22 / 10  cm  . So that’s  7cm  [HMG]  5  cm[12cm  APC] &
30 /18  cm  [NPJ/PJ]

REAR HULL: 38  mm  RHA [~350  BHN?] @ 0° Vs T/d  [14.5]  x 0.95  x 1.2   =   4cm  KE & 5cm  HEAT .Over  half  the  rear  hull
is  a thin  engine  cover  plate  which  is  maybe  ½ cm  thick  steel  plate.This  should  add  0.4+0.6cm  and  10- 20cm  HEAT, for  a
total  of  4-  6  cm  KE & 5- 15 /25  cm  [NPJ/PJ].

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

OLIFANT Mk 1A/B  This  is  a British  Centurion  modified  to  accept   a larger  engine  by  lenghting  the  hull  by
450mm,  this  represents  a 1.06  increase  in  volume  which  explains  the  weight  increase  from  52  =>56  tons.So  the
OLIFANT Mk 1A is  a centurion  while  the  OLIFANT Mk 1B is  an  improved  version  its  the  same  with  addon  armor  over  the
turret  and  hull.The  weight  increase  is  only  2000kg  and  given  the  coverage  this  should  only  increase  the  armor  by  ~  4%
or   ~  1cm  steel,  but  the  pics  of  this  tank  suggest  about  4- 5m  thickness.  This  suggest  a bi  layers  armor  of  say  rubber
and  steel  on  an  NERA , such  an  armor  should  offer   ~  4cmKE and  +  5cm  1.5d  HEAT  +  2d/4d   [APFSDS/sheathed  ] or
standoff   50- 60cm   [HEAT] . 

Turret  ; MANTLE area  is  200  mm  Cast  @ 15°  & ~  10  cm  mild  steel  gun  cradle  =30cm  (LOS) . Cast  armor  reduces
the  effectiveness  to  0.9  and   mild  steel  ~  0.8  plus  the  "Free  edge  effect"  reduces  this  further.The  corners  are   133  mm
Cast  @ 45°- 55°=19 - 28  cm  LOS ,however  Cast  reduces  the  effectiveness  back  to  0.9  and  the  "Free  edge  effect"  reduces
this  further  to  0.7  of  this  value  .

Army  Recongition



OLIFANT Mk 1B 
 / 133  mm  Cast  plus  NERA  4cm/28cm  x 1.07  +  standoff  @ 55°    =   27  cm  KE & 75  - 80cm  HEAT.
[200  mm  Cast  @ 15°+  10  cm  MS  plus  NERA x 1.07  +  standoff  =  27  cm  KE & 68- 73  cm  HEAT .
[200  mm  Cast  @ 15°+  10  cm  MS plus  NERA x 1.07  +  standoff  =  27  cm  KE & 68- 73  cm  HEAT .
 \  133  mm  Cast  plus  NERA  4cm/28cm  x 1.07  +  standoff  @ 55°    =   27  cm  KE & 75- 80cm  HEAT.
[Lc ] lateral  confinement  or  the  free  edge  effect.

SIDE TURRET; 133  mm  cast  @ 10°  x 10°  x 0.9  cast  that’s  13cm  KE & 14cm  HEAT .  Boxes  along  the  side  turret  add
several  hundred  mm  spaced  armor  which  should  add  ~13 -  15  cm   for  a total  ~  26- 28  cm  HEAT armor.  In the  Olifant
Mk- 1B the  NERA should  boost  the  side  arnor  to  18cm  KE & 45 - 55cm  HEAT. 

REAR TURRET 80mm  Cast  x 0.9  /1.0  =  7cm  KE & 8cm  HEAT.In the  Olifant  Mk- 1B there  is  a large  storage  box  fitted
to  the  rear   of  the  turret  providing    several  more  cm  KE and  a standoff  of  almost  1  meter.  This  should  add  20- 23cm
HEAT and  2- 3cmKE  making  it 10- 11cm  KE & 28-  31cm  HEAT. 

GLACIS :118  mm  RHA @ 55°=(LOS) =  21cm   KE & HEAT . In the  Olifant  Mk 1B the  NERA should  boost  this  to 29cm
KE & 75 - 80cm  HEAT. 

LOWER HULL: 76  mm  RHA @ 45°=107  mm  (LOS)  or  11  cm  KE  &  HEAT. With  the  Olifant  Mk- 1  B the  NERA should
boost  this  to  18cm  KE & 55- 60cm  HEAT.

SIDE  HULL ;(51  mm  RHA +700  mm  Space  +  10  mm  plate,  the  effect  on  AP shots  is  1.5  times  the  LOS thickness
[ hardness  & Yaw] HEAT value  should  be  increased  by  ~  10- 15  cm  +  3 x 1cm  [plate]  . So that’s  9  cm  KE & 18- 23  cm
HEAT. The  Olifant  Mk—1B side  skirts  should  be  NERA and  offer  4cm  KE and  28  cm  HEAT plus  10- 15cm  standoff.
That’s  12cm  KE & 43 - 48cm  HEAT. 

REAR HULL: 38  mm  RHA [ probably  high  RHA maybe  ~350  BHN] @0°=  38  Vs T/d  [14.5]  ~3:1  APC shot  =  1.7
[including  hardness]  x 38=   ~  6 cm  . The  HEAT values  are  boosted  by the  engine  covers  that  offer  >20  cm  spaced  armor
or  about  1- 2 cd  standoff.   That’s   1- 2 cm  additional  HEAT armor  or  ~  6  cm  KE & 6- 7  cm  HEAT.
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

Conqueror
Rob  Griffins  “The  Conqueror  “ book  , reports  the  Mk 2 version  had  5 inches  rolled  glacis  and  lower  hull  armor  @ 60°,
while  the  mk  1  version  had  130mm  glacis  and  76mm  lower  front  hull.  The  cast  turret  had  8 inches  of  armor  on  the
front[curved]  and  89mm  sharply  sloped  armor  along  the  front  turret  walls  narrowing  to  3  inches  around  the  side  of  the
turret  and  2 inches  around  back.  The  original  specs  where  for  front  turret  thickness  of  330mm  and  side  turret
thickness  of  178mm.  The  side  hull  had  2 inches  and  rear  hull  was  1  inch,  while  the  top  and  bottom  armor  was  1  inch
and  3/4  inch.  I estimate  the  armor  to  be......

turret  armor  
            
          /  ~ 89mm  @ 65°  x  50°  x 1.0[Lc] x 0.95[cast]  x t/d  0.9  =  28  ±  14cm  KE & 33±16  cm  HEAT
        / ~  15  cm  @ 45°x  50°x  0.95[Lc]  x 0.95  [cast]  x t /d   0.95  =   28±4  cm  KE & 33±9  cm  HEAT
      [203  mm  @ 0°  x  52°  x 0.88[Lc]  x 0.95[cast]  x t/d   1.0  =  28  +  4cm  KE  & ~33  +  5cm  HEAT
        \ ~15  cm  @ 45°x  50°x  0.95[Lc]  x 0.95  [cast]  x t/d   0.95  =   28±4  cm  KE & 33±9  cm  HEAT
          \ ~ 89mm  @ 65°  x  50 ° x 1.0Lc] x 0.95[cast]  x t/d  0.9  =  28  ±  14cm  KE & 33±1 6  cm  HEAT
A ±  B =  “A” hit  from  straight  on;  “A+B” farside  turret  hit  from  30°  ; “A- B” nearside  turret  hit  from  30°

Side  turret  is  ~  89mm  thick  cast  @ 40°  which  is  about    12cm  LOS x 0.95  [cast]  x 0.9  [[T/d]  =  10cm  KE , while  the
HEAT values  should  be  the  LOS or   12cm.  

Rear turret  is  52mm  @ 40°  Cast  x 0.95  [cast]  x 0.85-  0.9  =  5- 6cm  [ 122- 76mm]  , with  large  storage  boxes  thus
that’s  probably  ~  6cm  KE & ~28  HEAT.

Glacis  & Lower  Hull  is  120mm  RHA @ 60°  or  24cm  x 0.9  [T/d]   =  22cm  KE & 24cm  HEAT.

 Side  hull  is  52  mm  RHA @ 0° which  is  probably  350  BHN, plus  800mm  space  and  a 10  mm  steel  skirting  plate,
that’s  =  52  Vs T/d  [Vs 14.5]  ~3 - 4:1  APC shot  & hardness  ;1.8  x 52=   ~  6 cm  KE . The  skirting  plate  will add  ~  10mm
resistance   and  induce  yaw  to  AP type  projectiles  and  increase  the  standoff  on  HEAT warheads.  This   should   increase
the  overall  KE resistance  by  >10% to  ~  11  cm  , while  the  spaced  armor  will increase  the  standoff  by  6- 9 cone  diameters
‘CD’. For  a 1 st  gen  warhead  that’s  almost  2- 3 cd  loss  in  penetration  or  ~  23- 25  cm  . Against   2nd  gen  HEAT warhead  ,
that’s   1-  2  cd  penetration  loss  or  15- 17cm  . In addition  the  Skirting  plate  offers  3  times  the  resistance  Vs HEAT to  ~
11cm  Thus  the  side  hull  values  are   ~  11  cm  KE & 34- 36cm   HEAT .  



Rear hull  25  mm  RHA @0° which  is  probably  350  BHN =  25  Vs T/d  [Vs 14.5]  ~2:1  APC shot  & hardness  =  1.5  x 25
=  38  mm  . The  engine  cover  plates  will induce  Yaw to  penetra ting  projectiles  increasing  this  value  10% to  ~  5cm.  The
HEAT values  are  boosted  by  the  plates  that  cover  the  rear  engine  offering  >30  cm  spaced  armor  or  about  2- 3 cd
standoff.   That’s   ~  5  cm  KE & 18  HEAT 

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

Chieftain
According  to  the  Russian  book  “Main  Battle  Tanks”  . “The  hull  is welded  from  cast  and  rolled  details.  The  glacis  is
120   mm  @72°. Sides  are  38  mm  @ 10°,  rear  25.4  mm  vertical  .The  hull  bottom  is made  of  16  mm  armored  sheets.  Side
skirts  consisting  of  four  sections  from  an  aluminum  alloy  13  mm  thick  are  installed  at  a  distance  of  800  mm  from  the
hull.  The  tank  turret  is made  from  cast  homogeneous  armor  steel. The  frontal  part  of  a  turret  is 195  mm  thick  inclined
at  60  degrees.  Roof  thickness  is 45  mm ”
The  internal  volume  of  the  Conqueror  looks  like  about  23m^3  and  the  combat  weight  is  66,000kg,  compared  to
Chieftain  @ 55,000kg  and  17.1m^3  volume.  
                      Conqueror   Chieftain  front  steel  mass  conversion
Weigth  =            66,000   55,000kg   =     0.83
Volume  =           est  23m^3   17.1m^3   =  1.34
Front  Turret  profile  =  est  2.2m²  1.9m²    =1.16   x 1.34  x 0.83  x 330=  425mm  [reported  199  mm  @60° estimated
400 - 440mm ] x 63  =  81mm
Front  Hull  Profile  =  est  2.8m²   2.1m²  =  1.33  x 1.34  x 0.83  x 240=  350mm  [reported  120mm @ 72°,  estimated  310 -
390mm ] x 25=  37mm
Rear  armor  should  work  out  to  81mm  turret  and  37mm  hull,  but  the  reported  Chieftain  rear  hull  is  25mm  , so  most
likely  the  rear  turret  is  about  ~  95mm  thick .
Chieftains  side  hull  armor  is  reported  to  be  4.4cm  steel  compared  to  6.2cm  for  the  Conqueror.Reworking  the  above
formula  I get
                            Conqueror   Chieftain  side  steel  mass  conversion
Weigth                  =  66,000   55,000kg   =     0.83
Volume                    =  23m^3   17.1m^3   =  1.34
Side  Turret  profile  =  2.9m²  2.3m²    =1.25   x 1.34  x 0.83  x 120mm= 166  [estimated  167mm]
Side  Hull  Profile  =   8.1m²   8.1m²  =  1.0  x 1.34  x 0.83  x 60mm  =67mm  [reported  44mn  ] 
This  23mm  excess   x 16.2m²  [both  sides]  ÷  ~15m²  floor  means  =  25mm  added  to  the  Chieftain  floor  and /or  roof.  The
Turret  top  goes  from  25 45mm  while  the  floor  goes  from  19mm  2 x 16mm  [reported].  Chieftain  turret  roof  armor  is
reported  to  be  45mm  thick  cast  armor.

Chieftain   estimated  turret  armor  
            
        / ~17cm  @ 55°x  50°  x 0.9- 0.95  [t/d  &Lc APC- APFSDS] x 0.95  [cast]  =37±6  cm  [APC /APDS]  38±10cm  [APFSDS]
& 43±10cm  HEAT 
      [ 195  mm  @ 25- 30°  x  60 ° x 0.85[t /d  &Lc]  x 0.95[cast]  =  36+5  cm  KE  & ~44 ± 7  cm  HEAT 
        \ ~17cm  @ 55°x  50°  x 0.9- 0.95  [t/d  &Lc APC- APFSDS] x 0.95  [cast]  =37±6cm  [APC /APDS] 38±10cm  [APFSDS] &
43±10cm  HEAT

A ±  B =  “A” hit  from  straight  on;  “A+B” farside  turret  hit  from  30°  ; “A- B” nearside  turret  hit  from  30°

From  straight  on  this  armor  should  resist  all 115mm  BM-6 hits  and  most  125mm  BM-9 except  for  a few  hits  @ few
hundred  meters,  while  BM-12   has  BL penetration  @ 900m  and  BM-15  has  a BL penetration  @ 1200m  range.However
Late  70s  125mm  BM-22  & 115mm  BM-21  should  be  able  to  get  BL penetrations  @ 2.5km  range  from  straight  on.HEAT
resistance  should  be  provided  against  RPG- 7 & RPG- 7N as  well as  RPG- 18  , while  Sagger  and  AT- 4 should  just
overmatch  this  armor  [20% kill].AT- 5/AT- 8 should  result  in  30- 40% kill/hit.  

Side  turret  is  ~  15cm  thick  cast  @ 25°  which  is  about    16.7cm  x 0.95  =  16cm  KE and  17cm  HEAT. Over  a good
portion  of  the  side  turret  is  storage  boxes  that  are  50- 70cm  thick  with  baggage  that  could  offer   0.1  to  0.2/cm  HEAT
resistance,  [ 2- 4d  pen  loss  Vs NPJ or  1- 2d  loss  Vs] .The  RPG- 7 should  just  overmatch  this  armor  [20% kill].The  Sagger
and  RPG- 7V & RPG- 18  should  get  30- 40% kill/hit,  while  AT- 2/AT- 4 /RPG- 22  should  result  in  50% kill/hit.  The  AT-
5/AT- 8 should  result  in  67% kill/hit.The  same  storage  boxes  should  add  2- 4cm  to  the  KE resistance.  Making  the  total
19±3cm  KE & 31±14c m  [Vs  NPJ] or  26±9  cm  [Vs  PJ] HEAT.

Rear turret  is  ~  10cm  Cast  with  30cm  thick  storage  boxes  covering  the  whole  rear  turret  ,thus  that’s  probably ~
12±1cm  KE & ~32 ± 8c m  [Vs  NPJ]  -  28±10cm  [Vs  PJ] HEAT . The  RPG- 7 should  just  overmatch  this  armor  [20% kill].
The  Sagger  and  RPG- 7V & RPG- 18  should  get  30- 40% kill/hi t,  while  AT- 2/AT- 4 /RPG- 22  should  result  in  50% kill/hit.
The  AT- 5/AT- 8 should  result  in  67% kill/hi t.

Glacis  is  reported  to  be  120  mm  @ 72°  or  39  cm  x 0.95[cast]  =  37cm  KE & 39cm  HEAT. Should  resist  all 115mm
BM-6 & 125mm  BM-9, while  BM-12  gets  BL @ 300m  range  and  BM-15  has  a BL penetra tion  @ 1000m  range.  The  late



70s  BM-22  & 115mm  BM-21  should  be  able  to  get  BLpenetrations  @ 2.5km  range.  HEAT resistance  should  be  provided
against  RPG- 7 & RPG- 7V as  well  as  RPG- 18  , while  Sagger  and  AT- 4 should  just  overmatch  this  armor  [20% kill].AT-
5/AT- 8 should  result  in  30- 40% kill/hit.  

Lower  Hull  Rolf Hilmes  reports  this  armor  to  be  180mm  @ 50°  or  280mm  LOS thickness. Should  be  ~  225@ 45°
or  about   28  cm  LOS RHA ~  28  cm  KE /HEAT  . The  HEAT resistance  should  be  provided  against  RPG- 7,  while  RPG- 7V
& RPG- 18   should  just  overmatch  this  armor  [20% kill]. Sagger  and  AT- 4 should  get  30- 40% kill/hit,  while  AT- 2/AT-
5/AT- 8 should  result  in  50% kill/hi t.

Side  hull  is  38  mm  RHA @ 10°  and  has  a 13  mm  Aluminum  skirting  plate  plus  800mm  space  below  the  fender  and
storage  boxes  with  similar  airgap  above  the  fender  . The  38  mm  HRHA @0°, should  be  the  same  as  ~  4.5cm  RHAe while
the  13mm  side  skirt  should  shatter  any 7.62 - 30mm  API/APDS resulting  in  a doubling  of  the  overall  armor   effectivenss.
That’s  1.3  cm  x 0.5  +  4cm  x 2 =  9cm  KE resistance  . The  skirting  plate  will also  increase  the  standoff  on  HEAT
warheads  by  about  6- 11  cone  diameters  ‘CD’. For  a 1st  gen  warhead  that’s  almost  3.5 - 4.5  cd  loss  in  penetration  or  ~
38 - 47  cm  . Against   2nd  gen  HEAT warhead  , that’s 1.8-  3.5  cd  penetration  loss  or  25 cm  . Thus  the  side  hull  values  are 
~  9  cm  KE & 37 51cm  vs  3” 5” NPJ HEAT...so  should  resist  SAGGER & RPG- 7  
 

Rear hull  ; the  25  mm  RHA @0° plus  storage  boxes  ~  40cm  thick.  25mm  x 1.2  x 0.9  +  storage  box  =  3cm  RHAe
plus  spaced  plate  effect  ~  0.4d /1.0d  =  1.2/2cm  . This  should  result  in  ~  5- 7cm  RHAe  , while  the  HEAT resistance
should  be  ~ 18cm  HEAT. The  inner  armor  is  the   engine  & interior  bulk  plates,  spaced  about  2m  , this  should  boost
the  resistance  by 4- 10cm  KE & 20- 30cm  HEAT . The  Total  armor  is  ~  9- 17  cm  [14.5mm - 30mm  APDS]  & 38  -  48
cm  HEAT.Penetration  of  the  outer  armor  should  result  in  a mobility  kill  while  penetration  of  the  total  armor  should
result  in  a ‘kill’.

Top  Armor  ; 45mm  Cast  armor  offers  about  42mm  KE resistance  and  45mm  HEAT resistance.  One  third  of  the
top  profile  is  heavy  frontal  armor  ~  12cm  KE & 15cm  HEAT . The  engine  deck  is  unlikely  to  be  more  than  25mm,  so
the  average  top  armor  is ~  6cm  KE & 7cm  HEAT.

Bottom  Armor  : Is composed  of  2  x 16mm  plates  mounted  above  and  below  the  suspension  plus  the  ground
clearance  as  standoff…this  should  lead  to  ~  7cm  RHAe  & 13- 20cm  HEAT. 

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

“Stillbrew”Chieftain  .
This  modification  came  online  around  1986  with  a composite  addon  armor  package  fitted  to  the  front
turret  and  along  the  turret  ring  on  the  hull.  This  looks  like  about   ½  the  thickness  of  the  gun  barrel
which  is  about  19cm  @ angle  making  the  thickness  about  35- 40cm  thick  , but  the  pics  below  show
‘bolt  mountings’  while  the  finished  armor  shows  no  ‘bolt  mountings’  suggesting  an additional  layer…
which  has  a ‘cast  like  rough  finish’.  The  composite  was  believed  to  be  ‘ceramic  tiles  wrapped  in steel’,
but  Bob Griffins  Chieftain  book  reports  the  appliqué  is  a simple  steel  rubber  steel  appliqué  bolted  to
the  front  turret  with  a visible  thickness  of  roughly  around   8  inches.  The  actual  mass  increase  in the
Still Brew  Armor  is  1.5  tons  over  roughly  90% of  the  front  turret  profile  or  ~  1.7m²  profile.  This
represents  ~  11.2  cm  of  steel  armor  mass  over  a ~36cm  LOS thickness,  for  an average  density  of  ~2.5
g/cc  and  if  we  assume  30cm  rubber  and  6cm  steel  that’s  ~2.6g /cc  density,  close  enough. Now  such  a
steel  rubber  steel  appliqué  mounted  on  rubber  should  be  considered  a energetic  armor If this  is  right
the  appliqué  should  work  out  to  roughly…

30cm  x rubber  PE =  0.2  /  0.4  [Te] x 0.99 /0.95 / 0.92  [t/d]  =  5.9/5.7 /5.5  & 12cm
6cm  x Cast  armor  =  0.95  /1.0  [Te] x 0.99 /0.95 / 0.92  [t/d] =  5.6/5.4 /5.2cm  & 6cm
Multiples  =  HEAT x 1.2  [layering]  x  1.18- 1.24  [Confinement]   
Vs  2cm  APFSDS/sheathed   +  11.5   x  1.24  =  +  14.4cm  RHAe 
Vs  3.2- 3.6cm  APFSDS/sheathed     +  11.1cm   x 1.2  =  +  13.3cm  RHAe 
Vs  4- 4.2cm  APFSDS/plug     +  10.7cm  x 1.18  =  +  12.6cm  RHAe 
Vs  HEAT 12+6  =  +  18cm  RHAe



Bob  Griffin                                                                   Bob  Griffin
    

In  addition  Photos  show  a PE liner  inside  the  turret  walls  and  roof  (est~20  mm).  This  also  appeared  all
over  the  interior  hull  of  the  ‘Warrior  ICV’, its  logical  to  assume  the  Chieftain  hull  also  has  PE liner  as
well.  Such  liners  are  tricky  things  to  model,  AP Tests  show  a ‘Te’ of  0.2  , and  ~  0.25  Vs APFSDS . Against
HEAT rounds  the  value  should  offer  a  resisitance  of  about  0.4  of  RHA, but  layering  should  boost  this  to
0.5  Te  Vs HEAT. So 2cm  @  60°  x 0.25 /0.5  =  +  1cm  Ke & 2cm  HEAT of  the  front  hull  & turret  and  +  1cm
KE &  HEAT side  & top  turret.

Bob  Griffin                                                      Bob  Griffin

“Stillbrew”Chieftain   estimated  turret  armor
Vs  2cm  APFSDS  =  38  +  1+14.3  =  53±11cm  RHAe 
Vs  3cm  APFSDS =  37.4  +  1  +  13.3  =  52±11cm  RHAe [BM-42m  BL @ 3.5km]
Vs  3- 4cm  sheathed  APFSDS  =  37  +  1  +  13.3cm  =  51±11cm  RHAe [BM-29/32 / 4 2 /  BL @ Muzzle  & 30°
off  BL @ 2km]
Vs  HEAT =   42cm  +  2cm  +   18cm  x 1.2  layered    =  74cm  RHAe.  HEAT resistance  should  be  upto  and
include  5  inch  HEAT , AT- 5/AT- 8  & RPG- 7L , while  AT- 11  & AT- 5M should  just  overmatch  this  armor
[20% kill].Kornet  should  result  in  a  50% kill.  
A ±  B =  “A” hit  from  straight  on;  “A+B” farside  turret  hit  from  30°  ; “A- B” nearside  turret  hit  from  30°

Side  turret  should  be  the  same  as  Base  Chieftain  with  PE Liner  . The  Liner  should  add  2cm  KE & 4cm  HEAT, so  this

is,  making  the  total  21±3cm  KE & 30±9  cm  [Vs  PJ] HEAT . [ 2- 4d  pen  loss  Vs  NPJ or  1- 2d  loss  Vs]. The  RPG-
7V;RPG- 16/18 / 22  should  just  overmatch  this  armor  [~20% kill] , while  side  turret  should  be  immune  to
30mm  API or  APDS.
 

Rear turret  is  probably  the  base  chieftain  armor  & PE liner,  thus  that’s  probably ~  14±1cm  KE & 32±10cm  [Vs
PJ] HEAT . The  RPG- 7V;RPG- 16/18 /22  should  just  overmatch  this  armor[~20% kill], while  rear  hull  should  be  immune
to  30mm  API or  APDS.



Glacis  With   5cm  PE Liner  @ 72°  should  add  4cm  KE and  10cm  HEAT to  41cm  KE & 51cm  HEAT. BM-15  can  get  a
BL penetra tion  @ muzzle  , while  BM-22  can  get  BL penetra tion  @ 3km  and  100% penetra tion  @ 1km.  The  new  BM-26/29
should  be  able  to  get  BL penetrations  @ 3km  , but  must  close  to  within  1200- 1500m  range  to  get  100% penetrations.
HEAT resistance  should  include  AT- 4/RPG- 7V;RPG- 16/18  & 22,  while  AT- 5/RPG- 7L should  just  overmatch  this  armor
[~20% kill]

Lower  Hull  With  5cm  PE Liner  @ 45°  should  add  ~  2cm  KE & 4cm  HEAT to  <b> ~  30  cm  KE & 32cm  HEAT.The
RPG- 7V;RPG- 16/18  should  be  able  to  get  a BL penetration.

Side  hull  should  be  the  same  as  the  base  Chieftain  plus  PE liner  ….that’s  plus  2cm  KE & 4cm  HEAT for  total  of  =
11cm  KE resistance  & 35  cm  vs  PJ HEAT   The  RPG- 7V;RPG- 16/18  should  be  able  to  get  a BL penetration,  while  side
hull  should  be  immune  to  30mm  API or  APDS.

Rear hull  should  remain  the  same  at… outer  armor   ~  5- 7cm  RHAe  KE , &  ~ 18cm  HEAT. The  inner
armor  is  ~  9- 17  cm  [14.5mm - 30mm  APDS]  & 38  -  48  cm  HEAT.Penetration  of  the  outer  armor  should  result  in  a
mobility  kill  while  penetration  of  the  total  armor  should  result  in  a ‘kill’.

Top  Armor  ; Has  liner  that  looks  like  2cm  thick  arimide  liner  that  should  offer  0.5  cm  KE and  1cm  HEAT , leading
to  about  5cm  KE and   6cm  HEAT resistance .One  third  of  the  top  profile  is  heavy  frontal  armor  ~  13cm  KE & 18cm
HEAT . The  engine  deck  is  unlikely  to  be  more  than  25mm,  so  the  average  top  armor  is ~  7cm  KE & 9cm  HEAT.

Bottom  Armor  : Is composed  of  2  x 16mm  plates  mounted  above  and  below  the  suspension  plus  the  ground
clearance  as  standoff…this  should  lead  to  ~  7cm  RHAe  & 13- 20     cm  HEAT. 

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

<b>Challenger - 1  < /b >[Tentative]
The  weight  of  the  Challenger  grew  by  15% over  the  Chieftain  with  the  front  turret  armor  thickness  of  the
Challenger  seems  to  be  about  ~80  cm  thick  armor  and  30cm  thick  side  armor  with  the  front  hull  armor
about  68cm  thick.  An  exposed  turret  pic  shows  several  features  , the  side  steel  plates  look  like  15% of
the  side  turret  armor  or  about  40- 45mm  thick  each  leaving  a  21cm  thick  cavity.  The  ‘spacers’  mounted
across  the  front  and  side  turret  suggest  the  ceramic  tiles  are  hexagonal  shape  , about  35- 40cm  across
and  are  about  11cm  thick  @ angle  . These  spacers  also  could  suggest  a  cover  plate  to  further  confine
the  ceramic…thus  boosting  its  effectiveness.   A JDW 1988  article  reported  this  tank  was  designed  with
Chobham  armor  and  the  main  armor  is  cast  with  hard  steel  outer  covers   plates. RM Ogorkiewcz
reported  in  a  1991  IDR article,  that  the  Challengers  HEAT front  armor  was  ~  1000mm  and  a  1985  UK
engineering  estimate  reportedly  put  the  front  turret  @ ~  620mm  KE armor  . I estimate  the  Challenger
internal  volume  to  be  ~  6.26   7.16  x 2  x 2  =  25  –28.6  x 0.76  =  19.5  – 21.7=  20m^3

If we  look  at  the  turret  armor  density,  the  Cheiftain  front  turret  profile  is  1.9m²   Challenger - 1  front
turret  1.99m²  thus  95% of  the  chieftain  armor  density.
                  Vol            Profile  area         volume                tons  
Chieftain  =  17.1m³           1.9m²                 3.5m³               14   =   2.1  
Challenger  1    ?               1.99m²              ~  4.2  m³         21  [ 14+  7] =   2.51  

Chieftain  steel  armor  mass  =   42cm  RHA and  the  Challenger  1  armor  mass   is  1.19  times  Chieftain
turret  armor  , or   50cm  , while   the  thickness  is   80cm  leading  to  a  density  of   ~  4.9  g/cm³. This  armor
arrangement  sounds  similar  to  an  armor  arrangement  simulated  in  a  RARDE paper  [Int. J. Impact  Engng
1995  Vol- 17  pp  263- 274 ], which  was  300  BHN RHA coverplate  , Alumina  [97%] ceramic  and  GRP insert  [
average  density  4.75  g/cm³  [AD- 97   3.8  g/cm³  & GRP  2.6  g/cm³]  +  Steel /cas t  back  plate  [ 7.85  g/cm³]  ÷
3   ], in  a  sandwich  construction….This  had  an  mass  effectiveness  of  ~  1.5  leading  to  a  roungh  estimate
of  50  x 1.5  =  75cm  RHAe. Adjusting  for  t /d  and  W/d  that’s  0.9- 0.95  to  bring  to  2cm  APFSDS level  or
69cm  RHAe  and  0.8- 0.85  to  bring  to  4cm  APFSDS level  or 62cm  RHAe.. Examining  pictures  of  the
Challenger  front  turret  show  two  thin  cover  plates  that  are  bolted  into  place  suggesting  atleast  one  Semi
hardened  steel  cover  plate.



Stuart  Galbraith                                                          

Stuart  Galbraith                                                          

 15cm  LOS SHS  x 1.25 /1.25[  Te]  &  [t/d]  0.9/0.88 / 0.85 =  16.9 /16.5 / 1 5.9cm  &  18.7cm  HEAT
53cm  LOS AD- 97/GRP  x 1.0/0.35  & 1.6/0.45  [Te]x [t/d]  0.92/0.9 /0.85 = 32.9 /32.2 / 3 0.4cm   & 54.3cm
HEAT
12cm  LOS Cast    x  0.95/1.0  [ Te]  &  [t /d]  0.96 /0.93 / 0.9 /0.88 / 0.9    =  10.9 /10.6 / 10.3  &  12cm  HEAT

Multipliers  x 1.2  HEAT [layers]  x 1.25  KE [SHS cover  plate]  x 0.92 /0.84 / 0.75  [lateral  confinement]
Vs  2cm  APFSDS =  69.8cm  RHAe [BM- 42m  BL @ 1km  & 30°  off  BL @ 2km]Imp  Pronit  BL @ 200m  30°  off  BL@
1.5km
Vs  3cm  APFSDS =  62.2cm  RHAe [BM- 29/32 / 4 2  BL @ 100m  ] 30°  off  BL @ 800m  [BM-42]  1100m  [BM-
32/29]
Vs  4cm  APFSDS =  53cm  RHAe [BM- 26/22  BL @ 100m]  30°  off  BL @ 1km  
Vs HEAT =  102cm  RHAe



A british  engineer  reported  the  front  turret  resistance  was  620mm  when  the  tank  first  came  out  and
RM Ogorkeiwcz  reported  the  HEAT resistance  of  the  Challenger  at ‘about  1000mm’.

 
Stuart  Galbraith                                                          
 

<b> Side  turret  < /b >is  30cm  LOS  but   upgrading  from  Chieftain  thickness  is  15cm  x 1.2  =  ~  18  cm
steel  mass  over  a  30cm   thick  which  is  similar  cross  sectional  density  to  the  front  turret  armor  without
the  aluminum  confinement.  0.78  x 30cm  =  23cm   KE resistance  . The  HEAT values  should  be  1.27  x
30cm  =  38.5cm  Thus  we  get  23  cm  KE and  38cm  HEAT. Over  the  rear  portion  of  the  side  turret  there
are  storage  boxes  that  offer  3- 5cd  standoff  or  an  additional  15- 20cm  HEAT , making  the  total  <b>  23-
27cm  KE & 50- 60  HEAT . During  the  Gulf  War  the  storage  boxes  were  extended  to  cover  the  whole  side
turret  and  thus  the  whole  side  turret  armor  should  be  23- 24cm  KE & 50- 60  HEAT .

<b> Rear turret </b >  The  armor  mass  from  chieftain  suggests  a  1.2  mass  increase  from  10  to  12cm
and  the  outer  steel  plate  looks  like  maybe  4cm  thick.  The  armor  mass  suggest  3  & 4cm  plates  and  theres
evidence  of  aramide  type  liner  [Kevlar?]inside  the  turret  .The  ammo  and  batteries  are  stacked  one
behind  the  other  leaving  a  cavity  ~  35cm  thick,  if this  is  seen  as  the  ‘rear  turret  armor’  that’s  a  density
of  1.4  g/cm³,  combined  with  the  4cm  steel  plates  this  suggests  7cm  steel  +  some  arimid  filler  material
[Kevlar].  In  addition  there  are   large  storage  boxes  [40- 60cm]  mounted  external  to  the  rear  of  the. 
7cm  SHS =  1.25 /1.25  [ te]
28cm  Arimide  0.35 /0.5
multipliers  1.2  HEAT layers  and  KE  0.95  t/d  
[7 x 1.25  +  28  x 0.35]  x 0.95  =  17.6cm  KE  and  [7 x 1.25  +  28  x 0.5  ] x 1.2 =  27cm  HEAT.

The  external  storage  boxes  should  induce  yaw  on  any  20- 30mm  APDS reducing  the  penetration  by
>20% or  1- 2cm  additional  KE armor,  while  the  increase  in  HEAT armor  should  be  10- 20cm  leading  to  a
value  of    18  cm  KE &  37- 47  cm  HEAT 

<b>  Glacis  ; < /b >  upgrading  from  chieftain  thickness  is  39  x 1.15  =  45  cm  , while  the  visible  LOS is  68cm  .That’s
5.2  g/cm³  average  density  close  to  the  front  turret  armor,and  scetches  of  the  glacis  armor  suggest  a large  cavity
sandwiched  between  steel  plates.  So if assume  RHA +  AD- 97+  GRP that’s  5.03,  close  enough.  . If the  AD- 97  is  encased
in  steel  that’s  7.85  +  3.8  +  3.5  [7.85  +  5 x 2.6÷6]  that’s  5.04.

RHA- 300  =1.05   KE & HEAT 
AD- 97  =  1.03   x 0.88  [ Lateral  confiment  ] =  0.90   KE & 1.67  HEAT
GRP =  0.35/0.5  KE & HEAT
Multiples  KE=  x 0..94  [t/d]   x 1.18  [RHA confinement]   x 0.94  [ soft  backing]  & HEAT 1.2  x layering  
1.05  +  0.90  +  0.35  ÷  3  =  0.77  x 0.94  x 0.94   x 1.18  =  0.80  x 68cm  =  54.6   KE &
[ 1.05+  1.67  +  0.5  ÷  3 =  1.07  x 1.2  =  1.288  x 68cm  =  87cm  HEAT or 



<b> ~  59  cm  KE & 93  cm  HEAT. </b >  

<b> Lower  Hull  :</b>  upgrading  from  Chieftain  thickness  32cm  x 1.145   is  36.6  cm  , while  the  visible  LOS is  76
cm[?].That’s  3.78g/cm³  average  density.  This  is  markedly  lower  than  the  other  armor  densities  implying  a different
armor  arrangement.  If we assume   RHA +  AD90[  confined  in  RHA] +  3 x S glass,  that’s  3.85g/cm³  . This  works  out  to  a
KE value  of  
RHA =  1.0   KE& HEAT
AD- 90=  0.92  x 0.8  [lateral   confinement]  0.74  KE & 1.5  HEAT 
GRP =   0.35  KE & 0.5  HEAT 
Multiples  KE=  x 0.9  [t/d]  x 1.18[  RHA cover  confinement]   x 0.94  soft  backing  & HEAT 1.2  x layering
1.05+  0.74  +  3 x 0.35  ÷  5 =  0.568  x 0.9  x 1.18  x 0.94  x 76cm  =  43.0cm  ~  43  cm  KE  
and  1.05  +  1.5+3  x 0.5  /5  =  0.81  x 1.2   x 76cm  =     ~  74cm  HEAT, 
clearly  this  is  why  the  Brits  added  ERA to  the  Challengers  in  the  gulf  , as  this  should  have  boosted  ~  30cm  HEAT to
bring  the  lower  hull  up  to  ~<b >  46cm  KE & 104±10cm  HEAT. < /b >

<b> Side  hull </b >  should  be  ~  4cm  SHS [ 450  BHN?]   @ 10°  plus  ~800  mm  space  and  a skirting  plate   ~  13mm
Aluminum /s teel  skirting  plate.  The  4cm  SHS @10°  Vs [30APDS] x 1.25   x 0.99[  hardness  & t/d]  =   ~  4.95  cm  KE . The
skirting  plate  will induce  yaw to  APDS type  projectiles  and  increase  the  standoff  on  HEAT warheads.  The  skirting  adds
~  7mm  , but  the  Yaw over  a 80cm  gap  is  likely  to  be  well over  30°  , this  may  increase  the  overall  KE resistance  by  50  %
to  49.5  +  7 x 1.5  =    ~  8.4  cm  . The  spaced  armor  will increase  the  standoff  by  6- 9 cone  diameters  ‘CD’. For  a 1st  gen
warhead  that’s  almost  2- 3 cd  loss  in  penetra tion  or  ~  23- 25  cm  . Against  2nd   gen  HEAT warhead  , that’s   1-  2  cd
penetration  loss  or  15- 17cm  . Additionally  the  Aluminum  skirting  will add  3 times  its  thickness  in  HEAT resistance.
Thus  the  side  hull  values  are  4cm  x 1.25  +  3.9  +  Standoff   <b>  ~  8  cm  KE & 32- 35/  24- 26  cm  [1st  /  2nd  Gen  HEAT].
</b >D uring  the  Gulf  War  all the  Challengers  appeared  with  enhanced  side  skirts  similar  to  the  applique  armor  on  the

Warrior,  which  seems  to  be  15cm  thick  chobham  design. 

The  Challengers  applicque  protection  brings  the  weight  of  the  vehicle  up  to  64  UK tons.  Thats  a  total
mass  of  64*1016=65000kg - 62000kg  or  3000kg  look  at  Challenger - 1  applique  armor  kit  and  I count  28
panels  on  the  sides  of  the  hull  and  the  front  of  the  Hull.....so  3000kg  ÷  28  =  107kg  per  panel. 

Again  I count  about  16  panels  on  the  Warrior,  so  if these  are  the  same  type  of  applique,  then  the
applique  added  to  the  warrior  should  be  about  1700kg.

these  applique  look  like  they're  less  than  half  the  track  width  [looks  like  35- 45% track  width  ]. The
Track  width  is  460mm  so  these  panels  look  like  ~  16- 20cm  thick

All this  suggest  the  following  arrangement.  A 1cm  Al- 7038  outer  plate  plus  a 2cm  Alumina  ceramic  tile  [AD- 95],
mounted  on  the  2cm  Al- 7038  main  appliqué  armor.  A 10cm  airgap  and  then  a 1cm  Aluminum  plate  follow  this.   The
research  papers  on  aluminum /Alumina  report  that  a 2cm  ceramic  backed  by  14mm  Al- 7038  should  offer  a ~  ¾
reduction  in  the  penetration  of  a 20mm  APDS and  a ½ reduction  in  the  penetration  of  a 25mm  APDS…that’s  about
~0.88  Te x 4cm   +  airgap  +  1cm  aluminum  then  the  main  armor  [35  +  4 mm+spaced  plate  effect]   . The  airgap  should
increase  this  resistance  by  1.3d  or  ~  3.9- 2.6cm.  Thus  should  offer  ~  6- 7- 6cm  RHAe  in  total.   The  HEAT resistance
should  be  [1.6  x 2cm  +  3cm  x 0.7]  x 1.2[layering]  +  2.5cm  x 0.7  [Te Al- 7038]  =  8cm  +  0.6d  HEAT @ angle  plus  80cm
standoff.  In total  the  HEAT value  should  become  33 /22c m  +  0.6d   , or  ~  15cm  KE   and   65cm / 4 8c m  +  0.6d  HEAT

<b> Rear hull </b >  : The  rear  armor  should  be  about  1.15  times  the  Chieftains  25mm  , thus  29mm  LOS, but  looks
like  ~  6cm  suggesting  aluminum  steel  combo  Vs T/d  ~3 - 4:1  [30  APDS ] =  1.5  x 60  =  9 cm  x 0.75  [te]=  7 cm  . The
engine  cover  plates  will induce  Yaw to  penetra ting  projectiles  increasing  this  value  to  ~  9- 10  cm.  The  HEAT values  are
boosted  by  the  plates  that  cover  the  rear  engine  offering  >30  cm  spaced  armor  or  about  2- 3 cd  standoff  and  the  fact
that  the  plates  are  probably  steel  aluminum  increase  the  HEAT values  7  times.   That’s  <b>  ~   9- 10  cm  KE & 32/  20
cm  HEAT [1st  /  2nd  Gen  HEAT]. < /b >

Top  Armor  ; 45mm  Cast  armor  offers  about  42mm  KE resistance  and  45mm  HEAT resistance.

The  Falcon  2  combines  the  hull  of  the  Challenger  1  with  a new  low-
profile  turret,  armed  with  the  120CTG gun  from  RUAG (like  Phoenix  
level  2  and  3) with  an  11- round  automatic  loader.  The  project's  



designator  is  AB9C5.  The  turret  was  designed  by  KADDB in conjunction  
with  MDB from  South  Africa.  The  FCS with  dual  autotracker  was  made  by  
IST, also  from  South  Africa.

== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

<b>Challenger - 2  < /b >[Tentative]
The  front  turret  plate  thickness  looks  like  11cm  outer  plates  backed  up  by  a  cavity  that  looks  like  65  cm
LOS cavity.  The  Challenger  2  is  rumored  to  feature  a  new  generation  of  DU armor  called  “Dorchester”  .
Its  been  reported  that  Dorchester  is  DU based  armor  with  ‘DU nuggets’  suspended  in  an  medium  that’s
probably  elastic.  It  was  also  reported  that  12  inches  of  this  armor  stopped  the  M- 829  round  in  tests.
This  armor  is  said  to  be  so  good  the  Americans  included  it  in  the  M- 1A2  SEP, 3rd  gen  armor  upgrade,
although  that  can’t  be  confirmed.  

Challenger- 2  estimated  turret  armor

                    Vol            surface  area         volume                tons  
Challenger  1                     1.99m²              ~  4.2  m³         21  [ 14+  7] =   5  
Challenger  2                     1.8m²                 ~  3.5- 4.2  m³         23  [ 21+  2] =   5.5

Challenger - 1    Challenger - 2  armor  density  22% higher  50cm  steel  mass   60cm  steel  mass  over  75cm
Thickness  for  a density  of   6.36  g/cm ³.Its  assumed  that  the  steel  plates  are  all  300BHN  RHA and  the  rumored
DU armor  is  treated  as  a  “BDD” type  armor  arrangement.The  UO²  ‘depleted  uranium  ceramic’  nuggests
are  treated  as  small  tiles  [ 7  x 7cm]  encased  in  steel  which  should  offer  a  thickness  effectiveness  of  ~
2.67  Vs APFSDS     

The  T- 55  BDD glacis  thickness  is  15cm  with  3cm  RHA casing  and  alternating  layers  with  4 x 5mm  mild
steel  sandwiched  in  between   10cm  rubber  . The  effectiveness  should  be  2.64  [3 cm  RHA x 0.88  (t/d)]  +
0.8  {2 x 0.8{mild  steel]  x 0.5  [t/d]} +  10  x 0.15[rubber]=  4. 9  ÷  15  ; that’s   a  theoretical  Te  of  0.33  when
the  actual  Te  of  BDD is  0.44  or  a  1.33  times.   I estimate  the  armor  to  be  …

RHA [ 7.85  g/cm³]+  3  x {UO² ‘DU ceramic’ [11.0  g/cm³]  +  Kevlar   [ 1.4  g/cm³]} ÷  4.5  =   6.4  g/cm³
RHA   Te  =  1.05   x T/d  [ x 0.95]  =  1.0  KE  &  1.05  HEAT 
UO²      Te=   2.67  x T/d  & confinement  [ 0.8  x 0.55  ]  =  1.18KE &  4.0   HEAT
Kevlar   Te  =  0.35  KE &  0.5   HEAT 
Multipliers  KE =  1.33  x [BDD effect]  and  1.18  [RHA cover  plate].For   HEAT resistance  x 1.2  [ ‘layered’]. 
Total   1.0+  3  x [1.18+  0.35  ÷2  ] ÷  4 =   0.82  KE x 1.33x  1.18  =  1.286  x 75cm  =  96.5cm  KE resistance
1.05  +   3  x [  0.5+  4  ÷  2] ÷  4 =   1.95  x 1.2   x 75cm  =   175  cm  HEAT resistance    



<b> Side  turret  < /b >The  Challenger -  2   side  turret  thickness  looks  like  31- 32cm  with  a  5cm  thick  steel
plates  and  21cm  insert  thickness.  or  27  cm  LOS and  assuming  the  same  density  as  Challenger - 1[4.7
g/cm³]  but  with  the  new  armor  tech  that  could  be  2  part  RHA +  [ 2x  AD- 99  +  Kevlar],  that’s  4.67  g/cm³.
The  figures  should  be  
1.05  +  2  x[ 2  x1.1  x 0.88[  Lc]  +  0.35   ÷  3]÷  3  =  0.86  
x 0.96  [t/d]  x 1.18  [RHA coverplate]  =  0.97  KE x 32cm  =31cm  KE] 
 1.05+  2  x [ 2  x 2.0  +  0.5÷3]  ÷  3  =  1.35  x 1.2  [layering]  x 32cm  =>  52  cm  HEAT .
 Over  the  rear  portion  of  the  side  turret  are  storage  boxes  that  are  several  hundred  mm  thick  and  offer
an  additional  20  -  10cm  HEAT making  the  total  31  cm  KE & 52cm  [ 62- 72cm  HEAT =rear  half]  

Rear turret </b >  The  armor  mass  from  challenger  suggests  12cm  x 1.1  for  the  reduced  surface  area
leaves  13.2cm  armor  mass . The  armor  mass  suggest  3  cm  plates  and  theres  evidence  of  aramide  type
liner  [Kevlar?]inside  the  turret  .If this  is  seen  as  the  ‘rear  turret  armor’  that’s  a  insert  density  of  2.0
g/cm³,  combined  with  the  6cm  steel  +  some  ceramic  reinforced  fibre  material  such  materials  show  a
double  strength  compared  to  regular  fibre  . In  addition  there  are   large  storage  boxes  [40- 60cm]
mounted  external  to  the  rear  of  the . 
6cm  SHS =  1.25 /1.25  [ te]
30cm  Reinforced  Fibre  0.45 /0.75
multipliers  1.2  HEAT layers  and  KE  0.95  t/d  
[6 x 1.25  +  30  x 0.45]  x 0.95  =  20cm  KE  and  [6 x 1.25  +  30  x 0.75  ] x 1.2 =  36cm  HEAT.

The  external  storage  boxes  should  induce  yaw  on  any  20- 30mm  APDS reducing  the  penetration  by
>20% or  1- 2cm  additional  KE armor,  while  the  increase  in  HEAT armor  should  be  10- 20cm  leading  to  a
value  of    21- 22  cm  KE &  46- 56  cm  HEAT .

<b>  Glacis  ; < /b > has  been  reconfigured  compared  to  Challenger - 1,the  thickness  looks  the  same  at  68cm  thick

LOS . Since  the  average  density  is  5.08  g/cm³  is  the  same  we only  assume  a change  in  armor  tech.  If we assume  1.5  part
steel  +  2 part  AD- 99+0.5  part  Kevlar  that’s  5.07,close  enough!  That  would  make  those  figures  [1.5+  2.1+  0.3/4  =  0.97]
KE & [1.5+  4+0.4 /4 = 1.47]  HEAT or <b> ~  66  cm  KE & 100  cm  HEAT. </b >  Going  on  past  history  K- 5 type  armor
might  appear  here  if the  Challenger  –2 goes  to  war.

<b> Lower  Hull  :</b>  has  been  reconfigured  compared  to  Challenger - 1,the  thickness  looks  like  65cm  thick but
with  new  armor  tech  .That’s  3.85  g/cm³  average  density.  If we assume  1  steel  +   2  AD99  +  2 Kevlar,  that’s  3.7g/cm³ .
This  works  out  to  a KE value  of   1  +  2.0  +  0.6  /5  =  0.8   ~  59  cm  KE  and  1  +  4+0.8  /5  =  1.16    ~  86cm  HEAT, ~<b >
59cm  KE & 86cm  HEAT. < /b >The  brits  may  have  to  consider  adding  ERA here,if  they  plan  to  use  this  tank  in  future
warfare.

<b> Side  hull </b >  is  probably  ~  3cm  RHA[ 350  BHN?]  plus  ~800  mm  space  and  a skirting  plate   ~  4  cm
[probably  Aluminum / s teel  skirting  plate].  The  3cm  RHA @0° Vs T/d  [30APDS] ~2:1  =  1.5  x 3=   ~  4.5  cm  KE . The
skirting  plate  will induce  yaw to  all  projectiles  and  increase  the  standoff  on  HEAT warheads.  The  skirting  adds  ~  3 cm
and  the  Yaw may  increase  the  KE resistance  to  ~  10   cm  . The  spaced  armor  will increase  the  standoff  by  6- 9 cone
diameters  ‘CD’. For  a 1st  gen  warhead  that’s  almost  2- 3 cd  loss  in  penetration  or  ~  23- 25  cm  . Against  2nd   gen  HEAT
warhead  , that’s   1-  2  cd  penetration  loss  or  15- 17cm  . Additionally  the  Steel/Aluminum  skirting  will add  7 times  its
thickness  in  HEAT resistance.  Thus  the  side  hull  values  are  <b>  ~  10  cm  KE & 55- 57 /  47- 49  cm  [1st  /  2nd  Gen
HEAT]. </b >

<b> Rear hull </b >  : The  rear  armor  should  be  about  3  cm  LOS but  looks  like  ~  6cm  suggesting  aluminum  steel
combo  Vs T/d  ~3 - 4:1  [30  APDS ] =  1.5  x 60  =  9 cm  x 0.75  [te]=  7 cm  . The  engine  cover  plates  will induce  Yaw to
penetrating  projectiles  increasing  this  value  to  ~  9- 10  cm.  The  HEAT values  are  boosted  by  the  plates  that  cover  the
rear  engine  offering  >30  cm  spaced  armor  or  about  2- 3 cd  standoff  and  the  fact  that  the  plates  are  probably  steel
aluminum  increase  the  HEAT values  7  times.   That’s  <b>  ~   9- 10  cm  KE & 32/  20  cm  HEAT [1st  /  2nd  Gen  HEAT].
</b >

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’



AMERICAN TANKS 
M- 26/M46  At the  end  of  WW- II ,the  development  of  the  American  M- 26  Heavy  tank  lead  to  the  post  war  M- 46
heavy  tank  expediance  and  morphed  into  the  M- 47;  M- 48  and  was  ultimately  developed  in  to  the  M- 60  MBT program.
The  45  ton  M- 26  tank  was  designed  to  counter  the  WW- II German  Tiger  –1 tank  with  a  modified  90mm  AAA gun  to
match  the  penetrative  performance  of  the  famous  german  88L56  flak/ tank  gun.  In order  to  work  such  a large  gun  turret
into  a tank  , the  designers  had  to  enlarge  the  basic  M- 6 heavy  tank  development  program  so  only  a 310  were  produced
before  the  war  in  Europe  ended  and  over  2000  by  VJ day.  After  the  war,  development  continued  but  problems  were  not
easy  to  over  come.  In 1946  it  was  decided  to  develop  an  improved  model  starting  with  the  M- 26  turret  and  front
chassie  mated  to  a much  more  powerfull  [and  larger]  810  HP gasoline  engine  and  an  new  transmition.  This  became
known  as  the  M- 46  tank  and  800  were  converted  from  M- 26  stocks  intime  for  the  Korean  war  ,while  2400  were
modified  to  the  M- 46  standard  by  1951.

[½ Front  hull]  Glacis  102mm  cast  @ 46  °  [146mm  LOS ~  13cm]  (includes  MG port  which  is  a weakened  zone)
[½ Front  hull]  Lower  hull  75mm  cast  @ 53°
[½ Front  turret]  Front  turret  100mm  cast  @ 50  x 15 °  76mm  @ 60°  [160mm  LOS ~  14.5cm]
[½ Front  turret]  Mantle  7.6c m  cast  @ 40°+100mm  cast  turret  [199mm  LOS~14.6   cm]  (Gun  embrasure  /MG /optics /
port  ) 
Side  turret  76 mm  cast  @ 30°
Rear  turret  76mm  cast  @ 5°
Top  turret  25mm  cast  
Side  hull  75mm  @ 0° [front  ½  ]   51mm  cast  @ 0° [rear  ½ ].
Rear  Hull   50mm  RHA @ 10°
Top  Hull   22mm  RHA
Hull  floor  25mm  RHA  [front  ½ ]   13mm  cast  [ rear  ½ ].

M- 47  
Rolf Hilmes  reports  ~  9000  x M- 47s  were  rushed  into  service  after  the  Korean  war,  when  the  USA developed  the  M- 26
through  the  M- 46  to  the  M- 47  design  in  the  early  1950s.  All though  initially  brought  in  to  replace  all  the  outdated  WW-
II vintage  Sherman  tanks,  the  M- 47  only  lasted  in  American  army  service  until  1955  ,at  which  point  the  M- 48  took  over.
The  M- 47  came  from  the  hybrid  of  a modified  M- 46  chassie  and  the  T- 42  turret.  All but  a few  hundred  were  exported
under  military  assistance  programes  to  the  Austria1[152]  ; French  [856]  ; Belgian  [ 784];  W German  [1100]  & Italian
[2480]armies  to  rebuild  NATO, in  the  1950s.Later  Iran  [400]; Pakistan  [230];  Greece  [330];  Turkey   [1350]  ; South  Korea
[530]  and  Spain  [390]  got  USArmy  surplus  M- 47s.  Iran  converted  400  x M- 47  [1970- 1972]  to  the  M- 47M standard  and
Pakistan  got  another  147  converts  while  South  Korea  got  550  between  1973- 1975  [ ?].

"An  upgrade  program  for  the  M47  was  started  in  the  late  1960s  and  resulted  in  the  M47M. M47M
used  the  engine  and  fire  control  system  from  the  105m m  gun  tank  M60A1.  The  engine,  Continental's
AVDS- 1790- 2A  supercharged  diesel, had  its exhaust  vented  through  rear  louvres,  which  replaced  the
mufflers  on  the  M47's  rear  fenders.  The  transmission  used  was  the  CD- 850A.  The  assistant  driver
was  eliminated  in  favor  of  more  90m m  amm unition,  and  the  small  track  tension  idler  wheel  was



deleted  as  well. To  compensate  for  the  loss of  the  track  tensioning  wheel,  the  rear  road  wheel  was
moved  3.8" (9.7cm)  to  the  rear.  Over  800  M47Ms were  produced  by  Bowen- McLaughlin- York,  Inc.,
and  by  a tank  factory  built  in  Iran  for  M47M production."  R Hunnicutt.

                    TMTRNCZA 2001

The  main  gun  was  the  M- 36  90mm  gun  [similar  to  WW- II 90mm  gun]  with  71  rounds  of  new  ammo  [T- 300  APC & M413
HEAT] . When  the  bow  gunner  was  removed  the  ammo  grew  to  105  x 90mm  rounds. The  FCS was  designed  to  give
maximum  accuracy  for  HEAT rounds  and  employed  a complex  “stereoscopic”  range  finder  that  fully  ¼ of  the  tank
commanders  did  not  have  good  enough  vision  to  use.  In theory  this  should  result  in  a 50% hit  probability  against  a tank
size  target  @ 1500m  in  about  15  seconds;  although  those  with  poorer  vision  would  take  about  20  seconds.   This  ROF
would  match  soviet  T- 54/55  fire  speeds  of  one  round  in  15  seconds  and  3 rounds  in  30  seconds.  The  Spanish  modified
376  M- 47M in  the  1980s  by  replacing  the  90mm  gun  with  a German  105mm  gun  [RH 105- 30] carring  44  rounds  ,and
the  M- 60  conicidence  FCS. In resent  years  the  South  Korea  developed  a 90mm  APFSDS [K- 241  APFSDS atleast  matched
105mm  M- 728  APDS] with  help  from  the  Americans.

Its  been  reported  the  M- 47  armor  is  cast  and  rolled  plate  with  a nominal  hardness  of  ~240  BHN . Its  also  reported  that
this  is similar  to  the  armor  on  the  M- 46  & M- 26  tanks.  The  cast  armor  is  obviously  flawed  since  penetrations  of  2- 3km
were  achieved  by overmatching  Russian  100mm  APHE shells  in  tests  against  M- 26/46  after  the  Korean  war.   JANES list
the  armor  thickness  on  the  M- 47  as  being  …..

Glacis  100mm  cast  @ 60°x  30  °  [includes  MG port  which  is  a weakened  zone]
Lower  hull  75mm  cast  @ 53  x 20°
Front  turret  100mm  cast  @ 45  x 35°
Mantle  115mm  cast  @ 60°  or  115mm  +  7.5cm  cast  mantle  @ 30° [includes  Gun  embrasure  /MG /optics /  port  which  is  a
weakened  zone]
Side  turret  63mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°
Rear  turret  50mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°
Side  hull  75mm  =>  53mmCast  
Rear  Hull   50mm  RHA @ 10°
Top  turret  25mm  Cast  /RHA
Top  Hull   25mm  RHA 
Hull  floor  25=>  13mm  cast.

Mantle   [½   Front  Turret]   115mm  cast  @ 50°   or  115mm  +  7.5cm  cast  @ 30°,  with  a LOS of   230- 180mm
240  BHN , that’s  0.9[cast /hardness]   x 0.93 / 0.91 / 0 .8 9 / 0 .84 / 0 .7 9[t / d;   Lc & flaw  ]  0.855
Vs  122 - 130 mm  APC              =   12.8cm  LOS or   11. 1cm  @ 30°
Vs  85- 100 mm  APC              =   13.9  cm  LOS or   11 .9 cm  @ 30°   10.3   3.9  +  5.6=  19.8  
Vs  APDS                               =   14. 0cm  LOS or   12.2cm  @ 30°
Vs  APFSDS                          =   14.4cm  LOS or   12.4cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                                =   18 cm  LOS OR 15.5cm  @ 30°



Sloping  turret  walls   [½   Front  Turret]   10cm   cast  @ 45  x 35°  , with  a LOS of   ~18cm  240  BHN ,
that’s  0.9[cast / hardness]   x 0.9 /0.87 / / 0 . 8 2  [flaw; t/d&  L/c]  . 
Vs  122 - 130 mm  APC              =   13. 3cm  LOS or   6.6 cm  @ 60°
Vs  85- 100 mm  APC              =   13. 9cm  LOS or   7.0cm  @ 60°
Vs  APDS                               =   14.1cm  LOS or   7.0cm  @ 60°
Vs  APFSDS                          =   14. 6cm  LOS or    7.3cm  @ 60°
Vs  HEAT                                 =   17cm  LOS OR 8.5cm  @ 60°

Side   Turret    63mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°  , with  a LOS of   84mm  240  BHN , that’s  0.85  [flaw/cast / ha rdness]
x0.96 / 0.94 / / 0 . 9 8  [t/d]  
Vs  76 /85 m m  APC                =   7.0cm  LOS or   6.1cm  @ 30°
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS           =  7.7cm  LOS  OR 6.6cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS   =  8.0cm  LOS OR 7cm  @ 30°  
Vs  HEAT                            =   9.6cm  LOS OR 8.3cm  @ 30°

Rear Turret  50mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°  with  a LOS of  =  68mm  240  BHN that’s  0.85  [flaw/cast / ha rdness]
x0.96 / 0.94 / / 0 . 9 8 / 0 . 9 5  [t/d
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS           =  5.0cm  LOS  OR 4.3cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS   =5.3cm  LOS OR 4.5cm  @ 30°  
Vs  HEAT                            =   6.5cm  LOS OR 5.6cm  @ 30°+  1.0d  [storage  racks]

The  [Original]  glacis  100mm  @ 60  ° cast  , with  a bow  mounted  MG & LOS of   200mm  240BHN that’s  0.9
[cast /hardness ] x 0.95/0.9 3/0 .89 /0. 79/73  [L/c  ; flaw  & t/d]    
                                                         Mg side  hit                                              Driver  side  hit                                 
Vs  122mm  APC       =  11.8 cm  LOS  OR 5 .9 cm  @ 60°                         13.1 cm  LOS  OR 6 .6 cm  @ 60°
Vs  85 /100 m m  APC  =  12.9cm  LOS  OR 6 .5cm  @ 60°                        14. 3cm  LOS  OR 7.1cm  @ 60°
Vs  APDS                    =  15.0cm  LOS OR  7.5 cm  @ 60°                       16. 4cm  LOS OR  8.2cm  @ 60°
Vs  APFSDS                = 15.4 cm  LOS OR  7 .7cm  @ 60°                        17.1 cm  LOS OR  8.5cm  @ 60°
Vs  HEAT                     =   19cm  LOS OR 10cm  @ 60°                               19cm  LOS OR 10cm  @ 60°

The [Late  model]  glacis  100mm  @ 60  ° cast  , with  a LOS of   200mm  240BHN that’s  0.9  [cast /hardness ] x
0.95/0.9 3/0 .89 /0. 79/73  [flaw  & t/d]   
Vs  122mm  APC       =  13.1 cm  LOS  OR 6 .6 cm  @ 60°
Vs  85 /100 m m  APC  =  14.3cm  LOS  OR 7.1cm  @ 60°
Vs  APDS                   =  16.7cm  LOS OR  8.3cm  @ 60°
Vs  APFSDS                = 17.1 cm  LOS OR  8.5cm  @ 60°  
Vs  HEAT                     =   19cm  LOS OR 10cm  @ 60°

Lower  Front  Hull   76mm  cast  @ 48°  =  113    that’s  0.90  [cast /hardness]  x 0.96/0.94 / / 0 .89 / 0. 81  [flaw & t/d]   
Vs  122mm  APC        =   8 .0cm  LOS  OR 5.7cm  @ 45°
Vs  85 /100 m m  APC   =   8.2cm  LOS  OR 5.8cm  @ 45°
Vs  APDS                    =   9.5cm  LOS OR  6.8cm  @ 45°
Vs  APFSDS                =  9.8cm  LOS OR  6. 9 cm  @ 45°  
Vs  HEAT                  =   11.0cm  LOS OR 8.6cm  @ 45°



 

Hunnicutt  FirePower



Side  Hull  75mm >  53mmCast@  30°,  with  a LOS of   88>59mm  240  BHN that’s  0.85  [flaw/cast / ha rdness]  x
0.96 / 0.94 / / 0 . 9 8  [t/d]
                                                       Front  side  ½                                                   Rear side  ½
Vs  76 /85 m m  APC                =   6.2cm  LOS or   5.4cm  @ 30°            =   3.8cm  LOS or   3.3cm  @ 30°
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS            =   6.6cm  LOS  OR 5.7cm  @ 30°         =   4.5cm  LOS  OR 3.9cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS    =  7.0cm  LOS  OR 6.0cm  @ 30°          =   4.7cm  LOS  OR 4cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                              =  8.4cm  LOS  OR 7.2cm  @ 30°          =   5.6cm  LOS OR 5.6cm  @ 30°

Rear Hull  50mm  RHA @ 0°  =  4.4cm  LOS that’s  0.85  [flaw/cast / ha rdness]  x /0.94 / 0 .9 4  [t/d]
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS  APFSDS   =  3.5cm  LOS  OR 3.5cm  @ 0°
Vs  HMG                                       =  3.8cm  LOS  OR 3.8cm  @ 0°
Vs  HEAT                                      =   4.0cm  LOS OR 4.0cm  @ 0°

Top  Top  & hull  turret  25mm  Cast  /RHA   Top  Hull   57mm  RHA & all round  armor  from  top.
¼  Front  Arc  glacis  and  front   turret  armor                     =  10cm@  60°   KE & HEAT
¼  Sides  side  & rear  turret  armor  and  track  storage  box     =  5cm@ 90°   KE & HEAT
½  Rear turret  top;   engine  deck  and  track  guard            =  2.5cm  @ 90°  KE & HEAT

Bottom   Hull  floor  25  =>  13mm  cast   &  45  cm  standoff  [ mines]  
`                                     Front  floor  ½                                                   Rear floor  ½
 Vs  KE                       =  2.5cm  LOS  OR 2.0cm  @ 30°           =   1.7cm  LOS  OR 1.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT               =  2.5cm  +  15/0  OR 17 /3c m  @ 30°       =   1.7cm  +  15/0  OR 17 /2c m  @ 30°

The  all  round  resistance  should  be  12.7mm  API HMG  on  the  hull  and   14.5mm  API on  the  turret  . This tank  should
resist  all  14.5mm  API hits  in  the  ±  90°  frontal  arc  and  the  turret  should  resist  all 30mm  API hits  in  a ±  90°  frontal
arc . In a hull  down  position,  the  protection  is 13- 14cm  RHAe  LOS from  straight  on  and  results  in   85mm  BR385K
APC ½  penetrations  @ ~  300m  range  and  100mm  BR 412D  or  122mm  BR- 472  at  ~  2.5km  range.  The  hull  down
protection  level  is ~  12cm  within  a ±  30°  frontal  arc  which  results  in  ½ penetrations  for  85L54  BR- 365K  at 1500m
range  .

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’

M- 48  
JANEs notes  that  about  11,700  M- 48  Patton  tanks  were  produced  from  1952  to  1959  for  the  USArmy.  Originally  a
gasoline  powered  MBT armed  with  a 90mm  gun  firing  HVAP /APC  & HEAT rounds,  the  tank  had  been  modified
extensively  over  the  decades  to  remain  combat  effective  with  diesel  engine  & ballistic  computer  in  1959 /60  .The  original
M- 48  appeared  with  the  lower  velocity  M- 36,   90mm  gun  and  the  slower  stereoscopic  FCS of  the  M- 47.  However  with
the  upgrade  in  the  late  1950s,  a “Coincidence”  FCS was  adopted  . This  had  almost  the  same  accuracy  at  range  but
reduced  reaction  times  to  ~  8 seconds  [compared  to  15  for  the  early  Steroscopic  FCS] and  eliminated  the  vision  problem
associated  with  the  stereoscopic  FCS and  some  crews  . By then  1200  went  to  the  rehabilitated  Bundeswehr  and  another
400  to  Greece,  with  1100  being  turned  over  to  the  Israels  [all later  upgunned  to  105mm  with  the  improved  FCS] and  480
to  South  Korea  [some  to  the  Vietnames  and  Iranians].  In the  1970s - 80s  most  M- 48s  got  a gun  upgrade  , that  replaced
the  90mm  gun  with  the  standard  NATO 105mm  gun  firing  APDS/HEAT & HEP with  FCS improvements.  
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The  bulk  of  these  went  to  the  USArmy  National  guard,  while  Greece  got  1100  and  Turkey  got  2900.  At that  time  the
ammo  supplied  was  M- 728  APDS, but  stocks  of   100,000  M- 735  APFSDS started  to  arrive  in  Greece  and  Turkey  the  mid
1980s.  By the  end  of  the  1980s /early  1990s  , the  Turk  & Greek  M- 48s  were  being  further  modified  with  a sabilizied,
computerized  FCS plus  thermal  sights  and  APFSDS [Turkey  got  100,000  FP- 105  ,=  M- 744  with  WHA instead  of  DU core
material].  Its  been  reported  the  M- 48  armor  is  cast  with  a nominal  hardness  of  ~  240  BHN and  some  rolled  plate,
similar  to  the  armor  on  the  M- 47,  M- 46  & M- 26  tanks.  The  cast  armor  is  thought  to  be   flawed  since  penetrations  of  2-
3km  were  achieved  by  100mm  Russian  APC in tests  against  M- 26/46,  and  the  same  cast  armor  was  used  right  through
to  the   early  M- 60  models.   JANES list  the  armor  thickness  on  the  M- 48  as  being  …..
Glacis  110- 120mm  cast  @ 60°x  20°
Lower  hull  101- 102mm  cast  @ 53  x 20°
Front  turret  110mm  cast  @ 40x  30°
Mantle  178mm   +  114mm  cast  @ 40°
Side  turret  76mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°
Rear  turret  51mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°
Side  hull  76mm  =>  51mmCast  
Rear  Hull   44mm  RHA 
Top  turret  25mm  Cast  /RHA 
Top  Hull   57mm  RHA 
Hull  floor  63  =>  15mm  cast.

Mantle   [1/3  Front  Turret]   18cm  +  4cm  cast  mantle  @ 30°  , with  a LOS of   208mm  240  BHN .+  mantle   .
That’s  0.9  [cast /hardness]   x 0.58 / 0.67 / 0 .6 7 / 0 .65  [t/d  ; L/c  & flaw]  .+  4.4 /5.4 / 7 .3
Vs  122mm  APC                      =   16.6cm  LOS or   14.4cm  @ 30°
Vs  100mm  APC & APDS      =   17.8cm  LOS or   15.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  & APDS                                 =   18cm  LOS or   15.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  APFSDS                                =   18.5cm  LOS or   16cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                                      =   24cm  LOS OR 21cm  @ 30°  +  0.6d

Middle  Turret   [1/3  Front  Turret]   ~  5 2/3  inches   cast  @ 50°[compounded]  , with  a LOS of   224mm
240  BHN , that’s  0.9[cast /hardness]   x 0.93 / 0.91 / 0 .9 0 / 0 .84  [t/d  & L/c  / flaw  ] . 
Vs  120 - 122mm  APC             =   16.6cm  LOS or   11.6cm  @ 45°
Vs  85- 100mm  APC                =   17.8cm  LOS or   12.4cm  @ 45°
Vs  APDS                               =   18.0  cm  LOS or   12.6cm  @ 45°
Vs  APFSDS                           =   18.4cm  LOS or   12.9cm  @ 45°
Vs  HEAT                                 =   21cm  LOS OR 14.9cm  @ 45°

Corner  Turret   [1/3  Front  Turret]   11  cm   cast  @ 60°[compounded]   , with  a LOS of   220mm  240  BHN
, that’s  0.9[cast / hardness]   x 0.93 / 0.91 / 0 .8 9 / 0 .84 / 0 .7 9[t / d;   Lc & flaw  ]  0.855
Vs  120 - 122mm  APC                     =   16cm  LOS or   8cm  @ 60°



Vs  85- 100mm  APC                    =   17cm  LOS or   8.5cm  @ 60°
Vs  APDS                                  =   17.9cm  LOS or   8.9cm  @ 60°
Vs  APFSDS                             =   18.3cm  LOS or   9.1cm  @ 60°
Vs  HEAT                              =   20.5cm  LOS OR 10.2cm  @ 60°

Side   Turret    range  from  11  cm   cast  @ 30°  or  127mm   , that’s  0.9[cast / hardness]   x
0.93 / 0.91 / 0 .8 9 / 0 .8 4 / 0 .7 9[t / d;   Lc & flaw  ]  to  76mm  cast  @ 30  x 20°  , with  a LOS of   94mm  240  BHN , that’s
0.79/0.77[flaw/cast / hardness]   x0.98 / / 0 . 9 6 / 0 .87  [t/d]  
                                                       Front  side  ¼                                                    Rear side  ¾  
Vs  120 - 122mm  APC               =   8.4cm  LOS or   7.3cm  @ 30°           =    6.3cm  LOS or   5.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  85- 100mm  APC                =   9.1cm  LOS or    7.8cm  @ 30°           =    6.5cm  LOS or   5.6cm  @ 30°
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS            =  10.4cm  LOS  OR 9.0cm  @ 30°            =  8.1cm  LOS  OR 7.0cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS   =  10.6cm  LOS  OR 9.2cm  @ 30°           =  8.3cm  LOS  OR 7.2cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                               =   12cm  LOS OR 10.4cm  @ 30°           =  8.9  cm  LOS OR 7.7cm  @ 30°

Rear Turret  51mm  cast  @ 30  x 30°  with  a LOS of  =  68mm  240  BHN =  0.85  [flaw/  cast /hardness]
x0.96 / 0.94 / / 0 . 9 8 / 0 . 9 5  [t/d
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS           =  5.0cm  LOS  OR 4.3cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS   =5.3cm  LOS OR 4.5cm  @ 30°  
Vs  HEAT                            =   6.5cm  LOS OR 5.6cm  @ 30°  +  1.0d  [storage  racks]

The  glacis  120mm  @ 60  ° x 20°cast  , with  a LOS of   250mm  240BHN x 0.9/  0.87/0.82  [flaw/  cast /hardness]  x
0.96/0.94 / / 0 .92 /0.87  [t/d]   
Vs  120 - 122mm  APC      =  17.8cm  LOS  OR 8.9cm  @ 60°
Vs  85- 100mm  APC       =  18.9cm  LOS  OR  9.4cm  @ 60°
Vs  5- 6cm  APDS            =  20.7cm  LOS OR 10.3cm  @ 60°
Vs  APFSDS                   =  21.6cm  LOS OR 10.8cm  @ 60°  
Vs  HEAT                         =   24cm  LOS OR 11.9cm  @ 60°

Lower  Hull   101mm  cast  @ 53x  20°  =  179 mm  LOS x 0.9/  0.87/0.82  [flaw/  cast /hardness]  x 0.96/0.94 / / 0 .92 /0.87
[t/d]   
Vs  122mm  APC        =  12.8cm  LOS  OR 9.1cm  @ 45°
Vs  85- 100mm  APC  =  13.6cm  LOS  OR 9.5cm  @ 45°
Vs  APDS                    =  14.5cm  LOS OR 10cm  @ 45°
Vs  APFSDS                =1 5.2cm  LOS OR  10 .6 cm  @ 45°  
Vs  HEAT                    =   17cm  LOS OR 12 cm  @ 45°

Side  Hull  76mm >  51mmCast@  30°,  with  a LOS of   88>59mm  240  BHN x 0.85  [flaw/  cast /hardness]  x
0.96 / 0.94 / / 0 . 9 8  [t/d]
                                                       Front  side  ½                                                   Rear side  ½
Vs  76 /85 m m  APC                =   6.2cm  LOS or   5.4cm  @ 30°            =   3.8cm  LOS or   3.3cm  @ 30°
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS            =   6.6cm  LOS  OR 5.7cm  @ 30°         =   4.5cm  LOS  OR 3.9cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG/30mm  APFSDS    =  7.0cm  LOS  OR 6.0cm  @ 30°          =   4.7cm  LOS  OR 4cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                              =  8.4cm  LOS  OR 7.2cm  @ 30°          =   5.6cm  LOS OR 5.6cm  @ 30°

Rear Hull  44mm  RHA @ 0°  =  4.4cm  LOS x 0.85  [flaw/  cast /hardness]  x /0.94 / 0 .9 4  [t/d]
Vs  30mm  AP1/APDS  APFSDS   =  3.5cm  LOS  OR 3.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  HMG                                       =  3.8cm  LOS  OR 3.8cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT                                      =   4.0cm  LOS OR 4.0cm  @ 0°

Top  Top  turret  25mm  Cast  /RHA   Top  Hull   57mm  RHA & all round  armor  from  top.
¼  Front  Arc  glacis  and  front   turret  armor                     =  12cm@  60°   KE & HEAT
¼  Sides  & rear  turret  armor  and  track  storage  box     =  5cm@ 90°   KE & HEAT
½  Rear turret  top;   engine  deck  and  track  guard            =  2.5cm  @ 90°  KE & HEAT

Bottom   Hull  floor  63  =>  15mm  cast   &  45  cm  standoff  [ mines]  
`                                     Front  floor  ½                                                   Rear floor  ½
 Vs  KE                       =  7cm  LOS  OR 6.0cm  @ 30°           =   1.7cm  LOS  OR 1.5cm  @ 30°
Vs  HEAT               =  7cm  +  15/0  OR 19 /6c m  @ 30°       =   1.7cm  +  15/0  OR 17 /2c m  @ 30°

The  all  round  resistance  should  be  12.7mm  HMG API  on  the  hull  and   14.5mm  API on  the  turret  . This  tank  should
resisted  all  14.5mm  API hits  in  the  ±  90°  frontal  arc  and  the  turret  should  resist  all 30mm  API/APDS hits  in a ±90°
frontal  arc. The  frontal   protection  is  13 - 14cm  within  a ±  30°  frontal  arc, which  limits  85L54  APC [BR- 356K]  to  ¼



penetrations  at  couple  hundred  meters,  while  the  85L74  D- 44   ATGun  [BR 367  ] gets  ½  penetration  at  ~  1km  range .
The  Hull  Down  frontal  protection  is  ~  15- 16 cm  LOS within  a ±  30° frontal  arc  which  is  enough  to  stop  all  85L54
APC [BR- 356K] ,however  the  85L74  D- 44   ATGun  [BR 367  ] gets  ½  penetration  at  500m , while  100mm  APC [BR412D]
and  122mm  APC [BR472]  gets  ½ penetra tions  @ ~1200m  range . The  ‘Hull  Down’  frontal  protection  is  ~  17 - 18cm
RHAe   from  straight  on   , enough  to  reduce  85L74   APC [BR 367  ] to  ½ penetrations  @ muzzle  and  limit  100mm  APC
[BR 412D],  to  ½ penetra tions  at  ~  4- 500 m  range  or  122mm  APC [BR- 472  ] to  ½ penetrations  at  750m  range.




















